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EDS LETTER

THE COLLAPSE OF
AFGHANISTAN AND THE
FOLLY OF COVER UPS
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

L

ike the vast majority of observers, we were
surprised at the speed with which the
government of Afghanistan collapsed, but
not by the outcome. It is too early to tell whether
this is some sort of foreign policy disaster for the
west in general, and the U.S. in particular, or just
another misjudgement that will soon be forgotten.
To an extent this will be decided by the attitude of
the Taliban and the nature of the new regime and
whether it is as ghastly as many fear.
The original invasion of Afghanistan in 2001
– and Australia’s participation in it – was not
only the morally correct thing to do, it was also
in line with our treaty obligations. The U.S. had
been on the receiving end of a massive terror
attack targeting civilians in the Twin Towers –
and eliminating that threat benefitted the whole
world. The subsequent nation-building part of
the formula has dragged on for another two
decades because that goal was always going
to be impossible to achieve – at least by the
methods that were followed.
There are several reasons why the return of
the Taliban was always likely. Perhaps most
importantly was that with the support of Pakistan
they were able to constantly withdraw over
the long, historically porous border to rest,
rearm and re-equip – particularly during the
winter months. Pakistan also either supported
or turned a blind eye to associated terror groups
such as the still mysterious Haqqani network.
Next was the deep-seated corruption of the
security apparatus that included, but was not
limited to, the Afghan National Army and the
national police force. The former had a nominal
strength of 350,000 but in actual fact probably
numbered about one third of that with the
4 Asia Pacific Defence Reporter SEPT 2021

missing personnel being “ghost soldiers”. These
imaginary people continued to draw a salary for
years, which was simply shared out between
corrupt officers. On top of that, despite billions
of dollars of military assistance, real soldiers
were often unpaid and unfed for the same
reason – a situation that never ends well.
As Australian counter terrorism expert David
Kilcullen has tried to explain for years, in many
parts of rural Afghanistan the Taliban enjoy a
measure of support because at least they are
able to bring a functioning legal system to bear.
An example of his is that if in a provincial town
someone went to the police to report that their
bicycle had been stolen, they would probably
be beaten up for causing trouble. If the same
person reported the theft to the Taliban, as
Kilcullen described: “They will get their bicycle
back. It might have blood on it, but they will get
it back.”
There were also cultural misjudgements that
made the task of the west extremely difficult.
A central government was installed in Kabul
and then maintained in power with only a
pretence of democratic elections and therefore
always struggled for legitimacy. ISAF propped
up the Afghan military with a series of huge
fortifications near towns, blocked off from the
community and surrounded with razor wire. If
other countries had set up a series of massive
structures all around Australia, only ventured out
in heavily armed convoys and didn’t bother with
the local culture or even learn a few words of the
language, imagine how we would feel.
The point in listing these issues is not that they
are the result of 20-20 hindsight, but that they
have always been there, just hiding in plain sight.
Senior Australian military figures have been
aware of these facts – and so have successive
Australian governments, but no one has been
prepared to speak the truth. We are not alone,
and a similar pattern has occurred in the U.S.
and Britain, to name but two others.
To pivot to domestic matters: a continuation

of the culture of secrecy and evasion when it
comes to defence projects is getting worse. We
now know that the strategically critical Hunter
class frigate program is either 18 months late
if you believe Peter Dutton, or two years late if
you believe Defence bureaucrats. In the middle
of this year at Senate Estimates everything
was still on time and on budget – and yet now
we discover that there is a massive slip in the
program, but only because the Defence Minister
mentioned this in a comment to a friendly
journalist. After that it was confirmed by prime
contractor BAE Systems.
The problem appears to be with the parent
Type 26 design, rather than the Australian
specific modifications required for the Hunter
class – though they can’t be helping. This
is an extraordinary situation where the U.K.
government via the Royal Navy assured the
world – from Ministers to journalists – that the
Type 26 was the most mature design that had
ever been put into construction; that a massive
up-front investment had been made to de-risk
the program; that because a digital twin of
the ship had been developed, incorporating
changes would be easy – and so on and so
forth. This was all nonsense.
In addition, we still don’t know what is going
on with Army’s Battle Management System –
and we suspect nor does the supplier, Elbit.
Problems are emerging with the Boxer 8x8
vehicles – and as we have previously reported
their main armament can only fire proprietary
ammunition that is incompatible with U.S. 30mm
rounds, depriving them of an enormous supply
chain. Making these errors is the same institution
that is hell bent on replacing Tiger helicopters –
now performing satisfactorily – with more than
$4 billion worth of similar U.S. platforms that are
at the end of their technological development.
Some Governments think it is clever covering
things up, but it just makes them look sneaky
and untrustworthy. Just look at the outcome in
Afghanistan.

SOVEREIGNTY
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The Australian Missile Corporation has established a collaboration of leading
Australian companies including SMEs, academic institutions and state governments
as the core of the Australian guided weapons enterprise.

GENERAL NEWS

AUSTRALIA AND US PARTNER
TO SPEARHEAD PRECISION
STRIKE MISSILE CAPABILITY
12 August 2021

The Australian Defence Force and the United
States Armed Forces will partner to develop
a new precision missile capability to further
interoperability and modernise both militaries.
Australia’s participation in the US led Precision
Strike Missile co-development program contributes
to both nations’ strategic objectives, delivering on
a key aspect of Australia’s 2020 Defence Strategic
Update.
Australia has contributed $70 million to the
$907 million Precision Strike Missile program
(PrSM) to advance long-range precision fire
capabilities of Australian and US militaries.
The surface-to-surface, all weather, precisionstrike guided missile will be capable of destroying,
neutralising and suppressing diverse targets at
ranges from 70 to over 400 kilometres.
A recent Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between the Australian Army and the
US Military cements this collaboration, with a
commitment to increasing the lethality, range
and target engagement of the baseline missile in
development.
The MOU opens the door for future Australian
industry engagement with potential domestic
component manufacture, maintenance, repair,
weapon surveillance and research.
Signatory to the MOU, US Army’s Defense
Exports and Cooperation, Deputy Assistant
Secretary Elizabeth Wilson, said the agreement
formalises one of the US military’s largest
cooperative acquisition programs entered into with
a partner nation.
“Australia’s cooperation with the PrSM
compliments the U.S. presence in the Indo-Pacific
Command area of responsibility; reinforces our
dedication to allies in the Indo-Pacific; and sets a
path forward for U.S. Army Long Range Precision
Fires in the region.”
The Australian Army’s Head of Land Capability
Major General Simon Stuart, said the precision
strike guided missile will provide the Joint Force
Commander with long range and deep strike
capability from the Land.
“Increment 2 of the program, committed under
the MOU, will seek to incorporate technology
that allows ships and air-defence systems to be
engaged,” MAJGEN Stuart said.
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Lockheed Martin High Mobility Rocket Artillery Systems of the United States Army and United States Marine Corps
launch rockets during a firepower demonstration held at Shoalwater Bay Training Area in Queensland, during Talisman
Sabre 2021. Credit: CoA / Max Bree

EOS EXPANDS LIVE
FIRE WEAPON SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN
AUSTRALIA
16 August 2021, CANBERRA

EOS Defence Systems today announced the
successful live firing of its Titanis counter
unmanned aerial system (C-UAS) solution at
a private range in Australia. This marks the
conclusion of the first stage of the company’s
ambitious plan to expand live fire weapon system
development activities in Australia.
CEO for EOS Defence Systems Grant Sanderson
said, “We successfully detected and engaged a
number of UAS targets using the Titanis C-UAS
solution incorporating the R400 remote weapon
station, including moving targets and swarms
of multiple drone threats. Being able to conduct
weapon system development in Australia
represents a significant sovereign capability.”
EOS has been working closely with weapon
and ammunition OEMs and providers, state and
federal agencies, equipment providers, and the
land owner to create a field firing area suitable for
a wide range of weapon systems. Infrastructure
including hard stand firing points and an approved
ammunition magazine are established, and range
instrumentation including shot detection and
meteorological sensors are being commissioned.

Sanderson stated, “While we complete our
design and development work in Australia, most
of our live firing to date has had to be conducted
overseas due to the lack of suitable ranges in
Australia. However the Australian Government’s
drive to greater domestic defence capability has
provided us with the confidence to invest in the
creation of an Australian solution.”

Drone destroyed by EOS system (EOS photo)

Sanderson continued, “This is a critical first
stage in developing our local live firing capability.
We expect to expand this further to allow for more
complex activities over the coming months.”
EOS will use the range to live fire a number of
its products including the T2000 medium calibre
turret and its R400 and R800 remote weapons
stations, directed energy effectors, and the Titanis
C-UAS solution.

Advertorial

ADVERTORIAL
IAI's OPAL decentralized battle management solution
IAI's
OPALthe
decentralized
battle management
changes
rules of combat

solution changes the rules of combat
Israel Aerospace Industries’ (IAI) OPAL
decentralized battle management enables for
interconnectivity and real-time data sharing
and thus providing military forces around the
world to meet the challenges of the modern
combat arena.
First unveiled in April 2019, OPAL is
designed to allow warfighters to respond
effectively to combat threats characterized
by time critical targets (TCT), and forces that
operate both in conjunction with other units
and in remote areas, away from C2 coverage,
according to Barak Israel, Product Line
Manager, and Eyal Yogev, Project Manager,
Conversions and Upgrades Division at
Aviation Group, IAI.
According to Israel, military forces
have been hampered by the fact that
combat platforms were not able to directly
communicate with another, such as the lack
of connectivity that existed between fourth
and fifth generation fighter jets.
“Modern warfare is very dynamic. If you
don’t respond immediately, the threat won’t
be there,” Israel stated.
The need to share information among
various forces, and the critical requirement of
militaries to see the same picture and speak
the same language was the driving force
behind OPAL’s development.
“If you see something that I can’t see – I
want to see what you’re seeing. Not through
verbal descriptions, but through image and
video sharing or data set transmissions. My
physical location isn’t important anymore for
this to happen,” Israel stated.
Military forces have been struggling
with the need to acquire sensor to shooter
cycles that deliver sufficient information in
time. Traditional solutions for combat needs
moved slowly. OPAL is based on the desire
to deliver a focused, affordable solutions in a
very short timeframe.
The end result, Israel said, is significantly
enhanced lethality and survivability for
customers, as well as savings on life cycle
costs and time.
OPAL creates networking connectivity and
enables data sharing among all members of
a fighting force, irrespective of whether they
are airborne, naval or land-based. It uses
software-defined radios and any existing data
links to share large amounts of real-time data,

in line with operational needs, enabling end
users to take swift and relevant actions.
One of the unique capabilities in the OPAL
networking layer is that it provides realtime
communications. Unlike traditional datalinks
that provide update rates of several seconds,
OPAL real-time network is being used to
prevent mid-air collisions between fighter jets
flying in close formations.
Developed over the past 15 years using
open architecture, OPAL allows customers
to program their own applications to
match operational needs, after the initial
infrastructure is delivered by IAI.
According to Yogev, the system is inspired
by Android-like architecture, which all relies
on the same infrastructure, instead of the
traditional military systems that relied on
dedicated portions of hardware resources
and required their own specific software.
“We took the Android concept and brought
it to network-centric warfare. OPAL can
be installed on any platforms - aircraft,
helicopters, UAVs, ground forces and ships.
It can bring any operational capability though
this infrastructure, and make it shareable,
similar to how smartphone applications
function,” he said.
OPAL is comprised from a range of
different hardware chassis with optimized
installation configurations, depending on the
platform or end user in question. The chassis
deliver an advanced application middleware
with optimized applications and where
needed advanced networking connectivity
solutions. OPAL features high processing
and graphic capabilities, and deliver essential
battlefield services to the participating
members, enabling all users to see the same
common operating picture in real time and to
communicate in the same language.
The ability to share accurate real time data
among the different fighting forces significantly

improve the efficiency and survivability of the
different members, within the same force
and among different forces, such as air and
ground forces. “The implications for close air
support, for example, are major, Israel stated.
“It changes the doctrine completely.”
OPAL shares the internal platform’s data
via the selected radios to link up end users,
ensuring that information rapidly reaches
one point of the network from the other in
real time, irrespective of range, geographical
obstacles, weather conditions, or operational
developments.
OPAL provides customers with a high
degree of operational independence.
Customers have the option of ordering IAI’s
radio systems and datalinks as a part of
the OPAL battle management system, or
acquiring OPAL while utilizing their indigenous
existing communications radios and datalink
networks. Moreover, customers can order
operational capabilities (a.k.a) applications
from IAI, or develop their own applications
relying on the OPAL application infrastructure
provided by IAI.
“In terms of operational doctrine, one
of the most important capabilities OPAL
provides is introduce new capabilities in a very
short time,” said Israel “Once the system is
installed, clients are independent. We transfer
the relevant data so that they can develop
their own capabilities.”
OPAL is proven and operational on jets,
training aircraft, refuels, helicopters, mission
aircraft, command and control centers, and
ships as well as other platforms.

GENERAL NEWS
Indigenous education and employment prospects.”
iDiC identifies business opportunities for its
Indigenous business consortium partners and
provides turnkey solutions to prime contractors
delivering nation-building projects in the infrastructure
and defence industries.
“Boeing and iDiC have worked together to create
a true partnership based on trust and aligned
values,” said Adam Goodes, chief executive officer
and director of iDiC. “In the pursuit of growth for
Indigenous businesses, we operate as one team.”

NIOA CONTINUES WORK ON
120MM TANK AMMUNITION
Caption: Scott Carpendale, vice president and managing
director of Boeing Defence Australia, signs the
groundbreaking relational head agreement with Adam
Goodes, chief executive officer and director of Indigenous
Defence and Infrastructure Consortium. (Boeing photo)

BOEING AND INDIGENOUS
DEFENCE & INFRASTRUCTURE
CONSORTIUM SIGN AGREEMENT
TO ADVANCE INDIGENOUS
BUSINESSES
12 August 2021
Boeing Australia and Indigenous Defence and
Infrastructure Consortium (iDiC) have signed an
agreement to grow and support Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander-owned and controlled businesses.
The groundbreaking, five-year relational head
agreement will see both businesses operate under
shared guiding principles and a strategic partnership
– making it easier for all of Boeing’s Australian
subsidiaries to engage Indigenous small and
medium enterprises.
Relational agreements are designed to focus on
the relationship between the businesses – defining
the principles for ethical interactions which are
advantageous to both parties.
“Boeing Defence Australia has been working
with iDiC since 2017,” said Scott Carpendale, vice
president and managing director of Boeing Defence
Australia.
“We’ve spent more than $18.5million with
Indigenous businesses since 2012 and expect
this figure to increase significantly now that all
of Boeing’s Australian subsidiaries can engage
Indigenous owned businesses under the agreement.
“This agreement bolsters our commitment to
achieving genuine and sustainable reconciliation
between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
and the wider community in Australia. In addition,
it further builds on our work towards boosting
8 Asia Pacific Defence Reporter SEPT 2021

12 August 2021
Australian-owned weapons and munitions company
NIOA has continued manufacturing operations at the
Government Owned, Contractor Operated (GOCO)
Benalla Munitions Facility in recapitalising 120mm
tank ammunition for the Australian Army’s M1A1
Abrams tank fleet. The recapitalisation work extends
the life of type of M1028 cannister tank ammunition
and represents an important initial step for future
manufacture of additional tank ammunition natures
at Benalla.
Working in collaboration with Northrop Grumman
Defence Systems (NGDS) and the Capability
Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG) Explosive
Materiel Branch (EMB), the work extends NIOA’s
position as one of the largest commercial suppliers
of non-guided munitions to the Australian Defence

Force through its extensive partnerships with global
manufacturers.
CEO of NIOA, Mr Robert Nioa stated ‘Our work in
recapitalising the ADF tank ammunition is part of
a broader, private investment of over $13M NIOA
has made in Benalla facilities and equipment. NIOA
maintains an exceptional workforce at Benalla which
has grown significantly in the past 12 months to
undertake important work for the ADF such as this
ammunition recapitalisation”.
Up to 100 jobs will be created by NIOA who signed
a new 10-year contract for a tenancy at the Benalla
munitions factory in Victoria on 29 June 2020.
The ongoing refurbishment work is consistent
with the Australian Government’s Sovereign
Industrial Capability Priority (SICP) for Munitions
and Small Arms Research, Design, Development
and Manufacture and the Modern Manufacturing
Initiative which lists Defence as one of six national
manufacturing priorities.
Founded in regional Queensland in 1973, NIOA
is investing $130m in domestic munitions and
explosives manufacturing over the next five years,
including a $60m artillery shell forging plant in
Maryborough, Queensland with joint-venture partner
Rheinmetall Waffe Munitions, the Benalla upgrade
and an $11m expansion of its Brisbane warehouse
and distribution facility. The company recently
secured Stage 1 of Tranche 1 of the LAND 159
program to modernise the Army’s weapons systems
and in 2018 was awarded the $100m LAND17 –
1C.2 future artillery ammunition contract.

An Australian Army M1A1 Abrams Main Battle Tank fires its main armament during live-fire training for Exercise
Exercise Gauntlet Strike at Puckapunyal Military Training Area in Victoria. Credit: CoA / Robert Whitmore

ELBIT SYSTEMS OF AUSTRALIA
WORKSHOPS HUMAN MACHINE
TEAMING WITH UNIVERSITIES
16 August 2021
Elbit Systems of
Australia (ELSA)
is teaming up with
universities to
showcase worldleading disruptive
technologies to benefit
emergency services,
defence and homeland
Paul McLachlan (Elbit}
security through the
Centre of Excellence in Melbourne.
The Centre of Excellence, which ELSA launched
in February this year in partnership with the
Victorian Government, will kick off its educational
collaboration series on Monday August 16.
ELSA Managing Director, Major General (ret’d)
Paul McLachlan AO, CSC, said while it was the
first workshop for the new Centre of Excellence in
Melbourne, global parent company Elbit Systems
placed great emphasis on working with universities

to ensure its technology remained world leading.
“Our global businesses successfully partner with
universities to showcase new technologies and to
demonstrate collaboration between industry and
research institutions,” Mr McLachlan said.
“I am extremely proud that we now have the
ability to partner with them right here in Australia
using our sovereign research and development
(R&D) centre that will grow both Victoria’s and the
nation’s technology footprint.
“Australian universities have outstanding
reputations and demonstrated abilities to work
with industry and we are delighted to collaborate
and have the opportunity to workshop innovative
solutions for our world-leading technology.”
Mr McLachlan said that technology included
command and control solutions based on our
E-CIX modular framework, which is an open
architecture design that provided a development
environment that could accommodate third-party
applications.
“The E-CIX framework also enables integration
of multiple sensors, AI and data fusion capabilities
that augments the user’s situational awareness
and ability to respond quickly and effectively.
These are characteristics that are really important

APDR

to emergency services, homeland security and
defence agencies,” Mr McLachlan said.
“Our collaboration and pursuit of excellence
does not stop with the Victorian Government
and Australian universities however, as we want
to support and champion the development of
a Human Machine Teaming ecosystem within
Victoria by engaging with multiple SMEs and
research institutions to enable the growth of
Human Machine Teaming technologies and
Australian jobs.”
ELSA’s Centre of Excellence Program Manager
R&D Damian Fratric said the aim of collaborations
was to enable universities to present research
projects and technologies.
“The aim of the workshop series is to discuss
emerging technologies and the possibility of
developing research projects that could be utilised
to improve decision making and situational
awareness for Human Machine Teaming
applications for emergency services, homeland
security and defence,” Mr Fratric said.
“We look forward to working with the
educational and research institutions and SMEs
that have reached out since the opening of our
new sovereign R&D hub.”

GENERAL NEWS
ACQUISITION OF
AUSTRALIAN-BASED
C4I COMPLEMENTS
FREQUENTIS GLOBAL
DEFENCE PORTFOLIO
3 August 2021
• Completion of the acquisition of
C4i Pty. Ltd., formalised on 30
July 2021, completes the L3Harris
transaction of 23 February 2021
• C4i will strengthen Frequentis
worldwide Defence business and
portfolio with its highly secure
interoperable communications
solutions for mission-critical environments
• C4i will operate as an independent brand in the
high-end Defence trusted supplier market with
specific focus on US, Australia, UK, and allied
markets
“We are delighted that with the closing for C4i
we completed the transaction with L3Harris in
such a short time. As a new entity of the Frequentis
Group, C4i will significantly reinforce Frequentis
capabilities in the very important Australian and
US markets for multi-domain cyber secure Defence

Mission critical platform – F-35 (Frequentis image)

communications,” says Frequentis’ CEO Norbert
Haslacher. “We will combine the strength of
Frequentis and C4i mission-critical communication
platforms, to provide market leading technology
and solutions based on extensive security,
compliance and export handling processes.
Frequentis is a market leader in communication
systems for military Air Traffic Management.
Together with C4i, we will now secure a globally
dominating position also in the Defence Command
& Control market.”

C4i, headquartered in Melbourne, has been
operating successfully in the Defence Command
& Control market for more than 20 years. In the
course of the acquisition by Frequentis, C4i is
re-established as an independent brand. It will
remain a separate business entity within the
Frequentis Group with its own ringfenced security
protocols and will focus on US, Australia, UK, and
the allied markets. Founded more than 20 years
ago, C4i currently has about 80 employees and
most recently generated revenue of about USD 17

Readying Australia’s workforce for the
Naval Shipbuilding Enterprise
Join our experts as they share their career experiences and guide you through
our accredited training courses.
Training courses include:
Whole Life Warship
Capability Management

Introduction to Fleet
Lifecycle Management

Submarine
Design and Engineering

Group discounts are available.
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million (EUR 14.4 million) per annum.
Darren Gardner, who has been C4i´s Managing
Director since 2017 will continue to lead C4i
Pty Ltd. Martin Rampl, Frequentis Australasia
Managing Director, will support the integration
process and future positioning of C4i. “Frequentis
will further expand its Defence business in
Australia and US with further investment into
products and facilities,” says Martin Rampl.
“Australia will benefit from C4i’s sovereign
Australian capability and from increased global
export opportunities. Finally, the close relationship
between Australia and the USA will foster enhanced
trusted collaboration for US based business.”

AIRBUS WELCOMES UGL TO
TEAM MAIER IN BID TO DELIVER
NEXT-GENERATION MILITARY
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
FOR AUSTRALIA
16 August 2021 - CANBERRA
Airbus today announced that Sydney-based
ground-control infrastructure specialist UGL will
become the latest local partner to join the Airbus
teaming arrangement in its bid to deliver next-

generation military satellite communications
(satcom) capability to Australia under the JP9102
programme.
The unique teaming arrangement – called Team
Maier – seeks to identify Australian partners in
the space, technology and academic sectors to
provide innovative and specilalised military satcom
capabilities as part of the JP9102 programme.
As well as delivering a military satcom solution
to the Australian Government, the teaming approach
is designed to aid the development of a long-term
sovereign defence and space eco-system and
capability in Australia.
A leading asset solutions provider, UGL would
design and construct all ground infrastructure
supporting the JP9102 project, including the
communications systems, network operations
and systems integration, as well as its ongoing
sustainment.
Team Maier will benefit from UGL’s experience
supporting the Australian Defence Force over the
last two decades, including in the most recent
upgrade works at the Royal Australian Navy
communications and logistics facility at HMAS
Harman.
Under the partnership, Airbus will also be able

to draw on more than 7,000 UGL engineering,
construction, operations and maintenance
specialists in developing its end-to-end JP9102
solution, while minimising risk and enhancing
sovereign defence satellite capability.
Peter Bierton, Head of Communications of UGL,
said: “We are excited to be joining Team Maier.
Its focus on a truly Australian approach to military
satcom capability resonates with our desire to
develop and enhance sovereign capability. We
believe this type of collaboration can be the catalyst
for the Australian industry to develop international
leadership in satcom. We are also looking forward
to continuing our positive relationship with Barpa,
bringing real value-add work directly to our
Indigenous population.”
Martin Rowse, Airbus Campaign Lead for the
JP9102 programme, said: “UGL brings a wealth
of experience and expertise to Team Maier and
continues to drive our commitment to collaborate
with true Australian companies. Airbus is looking
forward to advancing these great discussions
and development work with UGL. We also expect
our respective capabilities to contribute to the
best possible solution to meet Australia’s satcom
requirements.”

AIR 6500
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

JOINT AIR BATTLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A STEP CLOSER
The ultimate goal of Network Centric Warfare is to have everything linked – basically every person, platform, sensor and
weapon is connected to the system and has an IP address. Australia’s three services have been steadily improving their
internal connectivity – with varying levels of success – and now an important further step has been taken in the development
of a fully integrated national system.
Soldiers from 1-1 Air Defense Artillery Battalion
fire a Patriot missile during Exercise Talisman
Sabre 2021 on July 16, 2021, at Camp Growl
located in Queensland. (U.S. Army photo by Maj.
Trevor Wild, 38th ADA BDE Public Affairs.)

O

n August 5, Defence Minister Peter
Dutton announced that two companies –
Lockheed Martin Australia and Northrop
Grumman Australia - have been shortlisted for AIR
6500, saying:
“The Morrison Government’s $2.7 billion
investment in a sovereign Joint Air Battle
Management System will deliver a critical capability
to defend against increasingly advanced air and
missile threats.
“Through the competitive evaluation process,
Australian industry has demonstrated its versatility
and adaptability to provide innovative proposals in
the challenging field of Integrated Air and Missile
Defence.
“The Joint Air Battle Management System will
connect our ships, aircraft and other capabilities
together in a way that multiplies their defensive
power.”
Some readers might shudder at the words
“competitive evaluation process” – pioneered for
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the future submarine project, which five years
and $2 billion later has yet to deliver anything of
substance – but this is the world that we live in with
an actual tender with, you know, formal performance
guarantees and stuff being a thing of the past.
Perhaps this is because AIR 6500 is an evolving
multi-phase activity, starting life as an Integrated Air
and Missile Defence System. It is now broader than
that with the additional objective of full inter-service
connectivity – though the air and missile defence
part will establish the system architecture.
A reminder about the overall structure, with an
update supplied by Defence:
AIR6500 Phase 1 is the acquisition of a Joint
Air Battle Management System, which will provide
the architecture at the core of the ADF’s future
Integrated Air and Missile Defence capability.
AIR6500 Phase 1 will start delivering capability
from the mid-2020s. The Commonwealth continues
to work to select a Strategic Partner to lead the
delivery of AIR6500 Phase 1.

AIR6502 Phase 1 (previously AIR6500 Phase 2)
is the acquisition of a Medium Range Ground-Based
Air Defence capability. Initial Operating Capability
is planned for the late 2020s. Defence’s focus
for 2021 is to further develop acquisition options
based on both existing and emerging systems,
as well as both commercial and Governmentto-Government approaches. This includes further
development of detailed operational concepts and
functional performance requirements.
The Defence Strategic Update 2020 identified
that the proliferation of ballistic and advanced
missiles means our deployed forces require
additional defences to be survivable in combat
operations in the region. In response, Defence has
established project AIR6503 Phase 1 which will
deliver a deployable defensive system against the
advanced missile threat, to include ballistic and
hypersonic threats. A strong defence against these
threats also enhances deterrence. As this project is
just commencing, Defence is considering a range of
response options against a suite of advanced highspeed missile threats. AIR6503 Phase 1’s Initial
Operating Capability is planned for the mid-2030s.
AIR6500 Phase 1 will integrate the AIR6502
Phase 1 medium range system, AIR6503 Phase 1
advanced missile defence system, as well as the
LAND19 Phase 7B short range system as part of
a layered Integrated Air and Missile Defence effort.
It will also integrate other missile defence systems
such as the E-7A Wedgetail, and Navy’s Air Warfare
Destroyer (upgraded under SEA4000) and Future
Frigate (SEA5000). While these are all separate
acquisition projects, the capabilities they represent
are managed as part of an Air Force-led Integrated
Air and Missile Defence Multi-Domain Program
Management Office formed in early 2020.
Minister Dutton mentions a figure of $2.7 billion
for the current phase – AIR 6500 Phase 1 - which
is slightly more precise than the 2020 Force
Structure Plan that had an estimate in the range
$1.8 - $2.8 billion.

AIR 6500
The estimate for Medium Range Ground Based
Air Defence – AIR 6502 Phase 1 - is $4.9 - $7.3
billion.
Combining all these capabilities and developing
both an Integrated Air and Missile Defence System
plus a Deployed Ballistic and High-Speed Missile
Defence System is, on paper, RAAF’s largest
acquisition ever at somewhere between $15.8
and $23.7 billion. Early trends indicate across all
services that as numbers for projects firm up, they
strongly trend towards the upper end of what has
been estimated earlier.
This also needs to be viewed in conjunction
with the Government increasing the urgency of
developing a sovereign guided weapons capability.
Even two years ago the obvious candidate for
the medium range ground-based missile was the
MM-104 Patriot System in its latest PAC-3 iteration,
but now the solution might be a local one – or
at least a co-development with either Raytheon,
Lockheed Martin or IAI, the latter now part of the
Australian Missile Corporation.
Turning to Lockheed Martin and Northrop
Grumman, they both have formidable track records
in advanced integration activities, cutting edge
technologies, technology transfer and providing
innovative solutions to complex problems. Both
are well established in Australia and are part of
the sovereign industrial framework. It might be a
coincidence, but both companies were the best
of the field in consistently and openly explaining to
the media what they were bringing to the equation
– by far.
Both companies unsurprisingly had similar
reactions with Joe North, Chief Executive Lockheed
Martin Australia and New Zealand saying that the
announcement:
“…..marks the next step in AIR6500-1 to work in
partnership with the Australian Defence Force and
industry partners to support the Royal Australian Air
Force’s vision to transform the Air Force into a nextgen-enabled force through delivering a sovereign
highly advanced Joint Air Battle Management
System to protect Australia’s security.”
“Since 2016, we have been highly committed to
supporting the AIR6500-1 project. Our Lockheed
Martin Australia AIR6500-1 team has steadily
grown over this time to over 80 Australians in
Adelaide, Canberra, and Williamtown.
“Critical to that effort has been our focus on
proactively engaging and establishing important
partnerships with Australian industry to identify and
invest in ‘best of breed’ local capabilities to deliver
a truly sovereign capability solution for Australia.”
Steve Froelich, Lockheed Martin Australia

AIR6500 Program Executive added:
“AIR6500-1 will make it possible to combine
Australia’s integrated battlespace with the U.S and
allied forces, ensuring greater situational awareness
and increased interoperability for our military forces
to combat evolving threats across the region.”
Christine Zeitz, General Manager, Northrop
Grumman Asia Pacific said:
“Northrop Grumman’s unmatched expertise in
developing complex, multi-domain, multi-mission
weapons systems will help meet Australia's
sovereign Integrated Air and Missile Defence needs
both today and into the future. Working with
twelve leading Australian SMEs, like Nova Systems
Australia, AOS Group and Daronmont Technologies
as some of our capability partners, we will employ
a highly collaborative ‘Joint Air Battle Management
System Enterprise’ approach, bringing together the
best capabilities developed by Australia’s Defence
industry.

“Today’s battlespace is the most contested since
the Cold War. Offensive missile systems with
maturing sophistication from rogue states pose a
growing threat to the U.S. Helping the U.S. counter
these threats is the Command, Control, Battle
Management & Communications (C2BMC) system,
the integrating element of the U.S. Missile Defense
System.
“To strengthen C2BMC’s capability, the Missile
Defense Agency awarded Lockheed Martin
a $157 million contract to augment C2BMC’S
engagement support capability for the GroundBased Midcourse Defense (GMD) system that
protects the U.S. from long-range ballistic missile
attacks. The GMD system includes silo-based
interceptors, connections to sensors on land and
sea, distributed fire control and launch support
systems.
“Currently, the GMD system engages a threat
using the best single source data from multiple

“AIR6500-1 will make it possible to combine Australia’s integrated
battlespace with the U.S and allied forces, ensuring greater
situational awareness and increased interoperability for our
military forces to combat evolving threats across the region.”
“Our approach provides significant opportunities
for enduring and innovative Australian industry
participation in the ongoing design, development,
integration, delivery and sustainment of the JABMS
capability.”
Another Christine, this time in the form of
Christine Harbison, Vice President and General
Manager, combat systems and mission readiness at
the parent Northrop Grumman commented:
“Our US team, in partnership with our Australian
colleagues, looks forward to providing our advanced
architecture that has been deployed successfully
across a number of joint all domain command and
control programs, including Integrated Air and
Missile Defense Battle Command System (IBCS).
Our approach provides significant opportunities
for enduring and innovative Australian industry
participation in the ongoing design, development,
integration, delivery and sustainment of the JABMS
capability.”
IBCS, which has also been sold to NATO member
Poland is just one reference system available to
Northrop Grumman. Not to be outdone, on August
10 Lockheed Martin announced that they had
been chosen to upgrade the U.S. Missile Defense
System’s Multi-Domain Command & Control
Capability, saying:

radars. The next upgrade to C2BMC, called Spiral
8.2-7, will provide GMD with a single, real-time,
composite picture of threat system tracks by
correlating and fusing data from a broader set of
sensors, including satellites, ground- and shipbased radars. Once the spiral upgrade is complete,
the GMD system will see the same battlespace
picture currently seen by combatant commanders.
Additionally, Spiral 8.2-7 will also enable C2BMC
to report hypersonic threat activity onto the Link 16
military tactical data link network and display to the
operators.”
Lockheed Martin says that, fielded in 2004,
C2BMC is one of the first operationally deployed
Multi-Domain Systems, integrating systems and
sensors operating in space, on land and at sea.
The company says the network operates 24/7
to support real-world operations at more than
30 locations around the world, including U.S.
Strategic, Northern, European, Indo-Pacific, Space
and Central Commands.
Whoever is chosen to lead the activity, it is likely
that both companies will be involved in delivering
the eventual system, with Defence believing there
is enough work to go around for everyone – which
seems a reasonable supposition given the huge
scale of the planned undertaking.
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ELECTRONIC WARFARE OF INCREASING
IMPORTANCE FOR THE ADF
Australia’s strategic environment is changing rapidly, with hybrid warfare coming to the fore.

A Royal Australian Air Force No.33 Squadron KC-30A Multi Role Tanker aircraft extends refuelling hoses prior
to refuelling of a No.6 Squadron EA-18G Growler aircraft during Exercise Talisman Sabre 2021.
Credit: CoA

W

hat type of warfare is this? Simply that
the armed forces of countries in the
region, including our own, are one part
of a broader strategic landscape including political,
economic, industry and civil spheres.
The art of moving between conventional and
unconventional modes of warfare to exploit an
opponent’s specific vulnerabilities, which blurs the
distinction between peace and war, represents a
huge challenge.
Conventional warfare is being impacted by new
capabilities and activities in cyberspace, technology
and with on-line information. Authoritarian countries
active in the ‘grey zone’ are presenting enormous
challenges to democratic nations like Australia and
its closest allies.
It is conceivable that future conflicts might be won
without any shots being fired. But that is only one
marker in a long-term strategic timeline.
Authoritarian states are evolving their capacity to
develop and deploy offensive tools from their cyberenabled, information and hybrid warfare arsenals.
Their leaders are not constrained by democratic
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increasingly engage in such activities, operating in a
shadowy online influence-for-hire economy.
Democratic countries like Australia need to
understand that strategic thinking and actions are
a long game and democracies must overcome their
tendency to view conflict as being initiated by some
critical event, rather than as an ongoing phenomenon.
ADF Chief Angus Campbell highlighted this, in a
speech two years ago, when stating that Western
democracies tended to react only when a crisis point
had been reached.
Fast-moving technology clearly gives the advantage
to militaries that can obtain new systems quickly. And
it’s a major source of damage and danger to those
whose support organisations and materiel reserves
aren’t delivering these powerful capabilities into the
hands of the soldiers, sailors and aviators.
In Australia this clearly creates a need for technology
development by industry, the Defence Science and
Technology Group (DSTG), and academia.
Local universities are active in providing courses for

Authoritarian states are evolving their capacity to develop and
deploy offensive tools from their cyber-enabled, information and
hybrid warfare arsenals.
principles, since they wield tightly held reins of power.
They can employ and/or play by different rules
to achieve broad effects rather than narrow gains.
Authoritarian leaders don’t have to face periodic
elections (or if they do, the outcome is hardly in
doubt), which aids continuity in strategic planning
and execution.
Governments around the world are also currently
grappling with how to deal with disinformation-for-hire
operations and cyber-enabled foreign interference.
Australia is deeply concerned about foreign
interference through social media because like most
other countries, this emerging online phenomenon
has fallen down the cracks between intelligence,
policing and policy agencies. And it’s not only nationstates that interfere in elections and manipulate
political discourse. A range of commercial services

students which will equip them for careers in defence
either in industry, DSTG, or the ADF.
For example, Defence is supporting the Defence
Centre at Flinders University Tonsley campus,
which was established in February 2021 with the
appointment of Professor Sam Drake, the inaugural
Chair of Electromagnetic Systems & Security.
The first academic year of instruction of the EW
focussed B.ENG.TECH (Electronic Systems &
Security) began in March 2021.
Defence industry is fully playing its part.
APDR asked Boeing Defence Australia (BDA) how
they are involved in helping prepare the ADF for future
warfighting.
They told us that autonomous systems will play
a key role in the battlefield, and will be fitted with

EW
a number of sensor packages to support ISR and
tactical early warning missions. BDA’s internal R&D
work will increase interoperability between ADF
platforms, so that EW data can support a broader
range of operational effects.
‘The power of the Joint Force is really magnified
when you use effects in one domain to achieve
a warfighting outcome in another domain,’ BDA’s
Chief Technology Officer Hugh Webster explained
to APDR. ‘For example, by better managing the
electromagnetic spectrum in the air, our forces
can get better tactical outcomes in amphibious
operations.’

EW CAN BE DIVIDED UP BY
THREE DESCRIPTORS
Historically, it must be remembered that a previous
subdivision of the EW included Electronic Support
Measures (ESM), Electronic Counter Measures
(ECM), and Electronic Counter Counter Measures
(ECCM).
EW, beyond its original role of passive intelligence
and protection and active attack, has evolved for
several years becoming an essential element in the
deployment of systems of systems in the field of
EMSO (Electro-Magnetic Spectrum Operation).

AIRBORNE EW CAPABILITIES INCREASING
To date, the service that has invested the most in
EW platforms seems to be the RAAF. This is the
pattern in many other countries because of the
need for aircraft to penetrate heavily defended air
space, often saturated with hostile ground based
and airborne radars, and to protect themselves
from missiles that also use this technology for
guidance, homing and proximity fusing.
All combat aircraft carry at least a radar
warning receiver – and the ability to jam enemy
radar sites and communications are essential
capabilities for modern operations. These
functions are often carried out by separate
aircraft such as Growlers with onboard and
podded jammers designed to disrupt various
radar frequencies. Given the flexibility of
electronically scanned radars, several platforms
not specifically designed for EW nevertheless
have powerful jamming and spoofing
capabilities, with F-35 and E-7A Wedgetail on
top of the list.
Looking at specialised EW aircraft, as outlined
in the 2020 Defence Strategic Update and 2020
Force Structure Plan, Defence will deliver a mix
of air platforms and ground support systems
that will contribute to Australia’s intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR),
electronic warfare, and strike capabilities.
Defence will invest in key related capabilities
including AIR 555 (MC-55 Peregrine), and the
EA-18G Growler.
EA-18G Growler
Royal Australian Air Force No. 6 Squadron
EA-18G Growlers recently participated in
Exercise Talisman Sabre 2021.
EA-18G Growler aircraft, along with their

A useful definition of the three main components
of EW was provided to APDR by a Defence
spokesperson. This is the way Defence analyse and
provide capabilities as a key part of both ‘grey zone’
and active warfare.
Electronic Support (ES): Electromagnetic
support is a division of electromagnetic warfare.
It involves actions to search for, intercept, identify,
and locate or localise sources of intentional and
unintentional electromagnetic radiation. It facilitates
immediate threat recognition, threat avoidance,
homing, targeting and planning, as well as
conducting future operations.

Kym Bergmann // CANBERRA

F/A-18F Super Hornets, are regularly upgraded
throughout their service life to ensure ongoing
operational relevance, and to maintain
commonality and interoperability with the US
Navy fleet.
Defence says this is achieved via the Air
Combat and Airborne Electronic Attack (ACEA)
spiral upgrade program managed by the
Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group.
As the US Navy develops capability upgrades,
they are considered for implementation within
the Australian fleet under the ACEA spiral
upgrade program.
Following the initial agreement in October
2017, Defence entered into two new contracts
in August 2020 to work with the US Navy to
develop the Next Generation Jammer systems
that will augment, and ultimately replace, most
legacy ALQ-99 Tactical Jamming Systems
currently used on the EA-18G Growler.
The first agreement entails production,
sustainment and follow-on development of
the ALQ-249(V)1 Next Generation Jammer –
Mid Band which supports the introduction of
advanced electronic jamming technology and
will ensure Australia’s Growler aircraft retain
commonality with their US counterparts.
The USN recently announced achieving
Milestone C for the Mid Band Jammer, allowing
the start of Low Rate Initial Production. It is
expected to enter service around 2025.
The overall level of RAAF EW capability was
lost by the destruction of a Growler in January
2018 when an engine exploded as the aircraft
was taking off as part of Exercise Red Flag in
Nevada. Many were surprised to discover that
the accident was not covered by insurance – a

case of read the FMS fine print – and to return to
a full complement of 12 aircraft will have to be
covered by Australia. Defence says it is currently
engaged with the US Navy to explore options for
replacement of Growler A46-311.
Asked about the longevity of the capability,
Defence says the current EA-18G withdrawal
date is expected to be 2035.
AIR 555 - MC-55 Peregrine
According to a Defence spokesperson, AIR
555 will deliver four MC-55A aircraft including
mission, ground and support systems and
Australian-based facilities. The MC-55A is a firstof-type modified Gulfstream G550 aircraft with
mission systems incorporated by L3 Harris USA.
The project is primarily a developmental Foreign
Military Sales acquisition through the United
States Air Force.
Peregrine is progressing through the design
and development stage of the program. Aircraft
modifications for the outer mould line (Phase
One) are in progress at Gulfstream with four
aircraft inducted into the modification program
in Savannah, USA. Mission, ground and support
systems are also in design/development at the
L3Harris facility in Greenville, Texas.
Facilities are in the build phase, with the
interim operating facility at RAAF Base Edinburgh
due for completion in second quarter of 2022.
During the 2021/2022 calendar year, the
first four MC-55A airframe modifications will
continue, with the fourth aircraft inducted in
August 2021.
The first aircraft to begin mission system
integration (Phase Two) is expected to return to
Greenville in second quarter of 2022.
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Electronic Protection (EP): EP refers to the
division of EW involving actions taken to protect
personnel, facilities and equipment from any effects
of friendly, neutral and adversarial use of the EMS, as
well as naturally occurring phenomena that degrade,
neutralise or destroy friendly combat capability.
EP focuses on system or process attributes or
capabilities that eliminate or mitigate the effect of
EMI (electromagnetic interference). These inherent
hardware features; processes; and dedicated
tactics, techniques and procedures combine to
enable friendly capabilities to continue to function
as intended in contested and congested EMOEs
(electromagnetic operational environment).
Electronic Attack (EA): EA is the division of

operational analysis that measures strengths and
weaknesses so adjustments are made as needed,
mission planning and management tools, equipment
test systems and maintenance aids, and more.
Not providing Mission Support undercuts ES, EP,
and EA performance, which is unacceptable.

RECRUITING AND TRAINING
STAFF AS ELECTRONIC WARFARE
OPERATORS
The Australian Defence Force seeks to recruit the
right people, in the right numbers at the right time
by advertising specific roles and advertising broadly
for each of the services in both full time and part

The obvious concern is that Western forces, including Australia,
now rely heavily on satellites for accurate navigation, ISR, and
global communications. Any loss of this capability has the potential
to make operations much more dangerous and less effective.

The Royal Australian Navy EW Initial Entry Training
Program provides knowledge of the fundamentals
of Navy EW capabilities. Navy EW personnel are
integral to the protection of RAN units through the
provision of Information Warfare Operations and
Intelligence capabilities.
After recruit training, Army EW Operators attend
training conducted by the Defence Force School of
Signals, and once qualified, are employed in tactical
EW roles.
Once trained, Air Force’s Air Intelligence Analysts
(Signals Intelligence) work in the front line of
surveillance, reconnaissance and electronic warfare,
processing electronic emissions and radar signals
into tactically-advantageous intelligence. Air Force
Technical and Engineering staff, primarily within
the Joint Electronic Warfare Operational Support
Unit reprogramming teams, are critical for mission
optimisation of automated EW situational awareness,
threat warning, and survivability response system
performance. Additionally, Air Force Weapons
Systems Officers use sophisticated airborne
electronic systems during electronic warfare
missions and Airborne Electronic Analysts Operate
sophisticated electronic surveillance equipment to
conduct above and below surface warfare.
DSTG recruits through the standard APS recruiting
processes and provides on the job training with
DSTG EW specialists in addition to some course
work. DSTG has been active in helping to introduce
the new degree program at Flinders University.

INTERNAL ADF TRANSFERS AND
USE OF EXTERNAL CONTRACTORS
FOR EW OPERATIONS

RAAF E-7A Wedgetail A30-003
Credit: CoA / Mick Bott

EW involving the use of electromagnetic energy,
including directed-energy or anti-radiation weapons,
to degrade, neutralise or destroy adversary
combat capability. Typical EA capabilities include
electromagnetic jamming and intrusion.
EA, depending on the mission carried out, can be
divided into Offensive and Defensive operations. It
can be performed by active (radiating) or passive
(non-radiating or re-radiating) means.
BAE Systems Australia extends these three
descriptors by stressing the importance of Mission
Support which assures that ES, EP, and EA all
have the resources they need to deliver, including
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time positions. Applications are also driven through
awareness campaigns. Advertisements for specific
roles are a part of the mix, and highlight opportunities
for service, but are not the main source of personnel
working in any particular role, including front-line
electronic capabilities.
All members of the Australian Defence Force
are recruited through the same process and are
required to meet service and job standards. These
include medical, aptitude, psychological and fitness
standards, background security checks and interviews
to measure candidate motivation and readiness for
appointment, enlistment and subsequent training.

Most personnel are recruited by Defence Force
Recruiting into one of the service’s EW jobs. All of
the services do seek to recruit from within Defence to
supplement Defence Force Recruiting inputs.
A range of personnel in other Air Force trades do
work with front line EW capabilities including aircrew
on fighter, transport, rotary-wing and ISR platforms
such as the EA-18G Growler, C-130J Hercules and
P-8A Poseidon.
Warfare Officers on combat ships, engineering and
technical personnel maintaining and programming
EW systems are some other examples of trades
working with and supporting front line EW capabilities.
When asked by APDR ‘Does Defence ever use
external contractors, who possess the necessary
security clearances, for any of its EW activities?’ their
spokesperson responded:
‘Yes. Where appropriate, Defence uses contractors
with the skills, experience and security clearances

EW

RAAF F-35
Credit: CoA / Kylie Gibson

for EW programs and projects, and to support and
maintain front line operational EW capabilities.
‘The Defence Science and Technology Group
also engages appropriately cleared and skilled
external service providers. This is aligned with the
More, Together Defence S&T Strategy 2030 which
advocates for partnerships with Industry, Academia
and International agencies to bring scale, focus and
impact to the warfighter.’

DEFENCE EXPLORES OPTIONS
FOR SPACE ELECTRONIC
WARFARE
The Government has established Defence Project
9358 to explore options for the acquisition of a
ground-based Space Electronic Warfare capability.
Assured access to the space domain is critical to
the ADF’s warfighting effectiveness by seeking to
detect and deter attempts to interfere with, or attack
ADF’s use of the space domain.
Space Electronic Warfare is a capability that does
not create debris or damage the space environment.
Defence has stated that it supports efforts to
promote international norms, transparency and
cooperation in upholding responsible behaviour in
space.

SATELLITE BULLYING IN SPACE

China and Russia’s operations in space almost
daily include threatening actions against Western
satellites.
Russia in particular has been called out by General
Sir Patrick Sanders, the head of Britain’s strategic
command overseeing space, cyber and intelligence.
He has accused Russia of manoeuvring their satellites
‘Close to what they know is a sensitive or important
satellite to us to force it to move to a less strategically
placed orbital position.’

Senior British military officers have also stated that
China has been developing and testing missiles that
could directly attack and disable Western satellites,
using hydrogen/fluorine high power electrical
generation of laser beams which heat their targets
to destruction. For their trials, China have been using
their own redundant satellites as targets.
The obvious concern is that Western forces,
including Australia, now rely heavily on satellites for
accurate navigation, ISR, and global communications.
Any loss of this capability has the potential to make
operations much more dangerous and less effective.

CYBER ATTACKS

Attacks on information and communications
infrastructure on military networks are becoming more
common. Increasingly also being made to civilian
communications; financial services and markets;
data storage or processing; defence industry; higher
education and research; energy; food and grocery;
healthcare; and transport including ports.
These attacks can be short-term, seeking critical
information, or longer term either by criminals making
ransomware attacks to seek millions of dollars from
their targets, or more sophisticated with nation-state
actors placing “sleepers” which remain in place on a
target network until activated.
It is important to distinguish between the monetary
motivations of cyber criminals and the intentions
of nation-state actors who have a broader intent
which can include degrading or destroying critical
infrastructure involving much higher risks for their
targets.
Australia’s lead agency, the Australian Signals
Directorate (ASD), states that it ‘defends Australia
from global threats, and advances the national interest
through the provision of foreign signals intelligence,
cyber security and offensive cyber operations, as
directed by Government.

‘ASD operates under the Intelligence Services
Act 2001, which specifies that the organisation’s
functions are to:
• collect foreign signals intelligence
• communicate foreign signals intelligence
• prevent and disrupt offshore cyber enabled crime
• provide cyber security advice and assistance
to Australian governments, businesses and
individuals
• support military operations
• protect the specialised tools ASD uses to fulfil its
functions
• cooperate with, and assist, the national-security
community’s performance of its functions.’
ASD has a long history of supporting Australian
military operations, with the organisation’s heritage
dating back to the Second World War. Today, ASD
supports ADF operations around the globe, including
by providing intelligence and offensive cyber
capabilities to enable the warfighter and protect ADF
personnel and assets.
ASD also draws on its deep technical expertise to
help the ADF stay ahead of technology advancements
in the region, including the introduction of 5th
generation weapons and cyber-warfare capabilities.
On 4 August 2021 the Assistant Minister for
Defence, Andrew Hastie MP, released the
Government’s new cyber security plan called
‘Defence Data Strategy 2021-2023’.
In his introduction to this plan, Andrew Hastie
wrote: ‘We are straddling vast change in the IndoPacific region. The next decade will bring greater
geostrategic competition between nation states
along with increased military modernisation. Grey
zone tactics are now being used to coerce states
below the threshold of conventional war. The risks to
Australia are concerning.
‘We live in a data-rich world in a digital age. Cyber
espionage and warfare are a reality that we cannot
ignore. Whether we like it or not, we are joined in an
online contest to preserve our personal security and
our digital sovereignty as a country.
‘This Strategy will enable Defence’s capacity to use
data more effectively as our strategic circumstances
change’.

IN CONCLUSION

Rapid changes in technology as part of hybrid
warfare clearly give advantages to military forces
supported by a defence industry which can supply
new systems quickly.
Those countries which do not possess these
capabilities, and therefore the means of providing
them to their armed forces, put those same forces in
danger and at risk.
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ELECTRONIC WARFARE AIRCRAFT TURNING
UP THE JAMMING POWER IN THE ASIAPACIFIC
Electronic warfare (EW) - the exploitation and domination of the electromagnetic spectrum - is an underappreciated discipline. The
ability to disable or destroy enemy electronic systems, protect friendly forces and snoop on the enemy is no longer considered to
be a luxury. As digital technology and the fourth industrial revolution continue to advance, recognition of the importance of electronic
warfare is growing by the day, and this has been spurred on by effective Russian EW efforts in the Ukraine. Russian and Chinese
developments in particular are growing the airborne electronic warfare market in the Asia-Pacific. Many aircraft have some form of EW
capability; the following lists specialised EW platforms only.

Two PLAN Y-9JZ EW aircraft (China MoD - Fu Dongchen)

AUSTRALIA
Australia has one of the most potent EW aircraft
fleets in the region, flying 11 Boeing EA-18G Growler
electronic attack aircraft, which are equipped with
the AN/ALQ-99 tactical jamming system. The Royal
Australian Air Force is also getting four MC-55A
Peregrine electronic warfare support aircraft, based
on Gulfstream G550 business jets. These will work
in conjunction with Lockheed Martin F-35s and
Boeing E-7 Wedgetails, which have respectable
EW capabilities in their own rights.

CHINA

China has developed a multitude of EW aircraft,
and regularly deploys them around its territory.
Chinese intelligence-gathering aircraft include at
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least two variants of the Tupolev Tu-154, equipped
with antennas for signals intelligence (SIGINT)
– one version carries what is believed to be a
synthetic aperture radar (SAR). These aircraft have
regularly been intercepted off Japan’s home islands,
and have accompanied Xian H-6K bombers. At
least four were initially converted and served in the
People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) from
the mid-1990s, but recent imagery shows that at
least five more have been converted.
Most current PLAAF EW aircraft are based on
the Shaanxi Aircraft Corporation (SAC) Y-8 series
of turboprop transports. The Y-8CB (Gaoxin I)
SIGINT aircraft, believed to have first flown in 2000,
has various radomes and antennas for signals
collection – around a dozen have been observed.

It is fitted with the BM/KZ800 ELINT system,
which has a detection range of several hundred
kilometres and the ability to detect ELINT from naval
surveillance radars, amongst others, such as X-band
and Ku-band fire control radars – frequency range
is 1-18 GHz.
In service with the People’s Liberation Army Navy
(PLAN), the Y-8JB (also known as the Y-8DZ/
Gaoxin II) is also fitted with the KZ800 system. First
seen in 2004, it has been spotted flying routine
ELINT missions near Japan and South Korea.
Based on the more modern Y-8 Category II
airframe, the Y-8G (Gaoxin III/GX-3) is in service
with the PLAAF – over a dozen have been observed,
including on H-6 bomber escort duties. This longrange electronic countermeasures (ECM) variant
was unveiled in 2005 and features a solid nose plus
cheek fairings that may house stand-off electronic
jamming equipment. Fairings on the tail and under
the forward fuselage are believed to be associated
with ELINT systems. Y-8Gs started flying ECM
missions near the Taiwan Strait in late 2020.
Shaanxi subsequently developed the Y-8 Category
III airframe, with WJ-6C turboprops driving six-blade
high efficiency propellers. This formed the basis
of the Y-8JZ ELINT/electronic support measures
(ESM) aircraft, which was first spotted in early 2011.
The aircraft has more than half a dozen radomes and
antennas scattered across the airframe, along with a
chin-mounted electro-optical turret. Around a dozen
Y-8JZs are in service with the PLAN, and have flown
ELINT missions near the Taiwan Strait and East
China Sea near Japan.
The PLAN has added the newer Shaanxi Y-9JB/
JZ (GX-8) aircraft to its fleet, which appears to have
an improved ELINT collection system and more
antennas. At least a dozen entered PLAN service
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in early 2013. These special mission aircraft feature
an aft-facing fin-top radome; blade aerials; a ventral
radome beneath the forward fuselage; a prominent
nose radome; and pairs of lateral antenna ‘boxes’ on
the fuselage sides.
Based on the Y-9 airframe, the Y-9G (GX-11)
communications jamming platform was observed in
2014, fitted with a chin radome, oval and rectangular
radomes along the fuselage and two plate antennas
on the vertical fin together with an array of blade
antennas. It is likely to have stand-off jamming
equipment. At least half a dozen Y-9Gs are in
PLAAF service and the type has started flying
missions near the Taiwan Strait.
Similar to the Y-9G, the Y-9DZ was first seen
in late 2017 sporting large conformal antennas at
the rear of its fuselage and five smaller radomes
around the rest of the aircraft, indicating it could
be used for various missions, including ELINT,
SAR surveillance, communications jamming and
psychological operations. At least several have been
manufactured by SAC.
China has also developed a psychological warfare
variant of the Y-8, the Y-8XZ, which was unveiled in
2008. It features large fairings and blade antennas
as well as a satellite communications (SATCOM)
antenna. Its high-powered broadcast equipment
covers AM, FM, SW, TV and other bands. Several
of the type have been in PLAAF service since
2008. A newer Y-9XZ psychological warfare model
is believed to have entered PLAAF service in
mid-2014, and is apparently able to disrupt internet
traffic.
In addition to aircraft, China is believed to operate
a number of space-based signals intelligence
platforms, and may have eight SIGINT gathering
satellites in its Shijian-6 and Shijian-11 constellations.
Chinese aircraft, including Xian JH-7 strike aircraft
and H-6G bombers, have been seen with large ECM
pods, reportedly providing an offensive capability.
China may be developing an aircraft similar to
the EA-18G Growler. In December 2015, what
appeared to be an electronic warfare variant of the
Shenyang J-16 fighter, the J-16D, was first seen.
It features a revised nose and large wingtip pods
with vertical antennas as well as the removal of the
infrared search and track sensor and cannon for
additional EW equipment.

INDIA

The Indian Air Force operates two Bombardier
Global 5000 business jets converted by Elta
Systems to collect signals intelligence on behalf of
the country’s foreign intelligence service, along with
two similarly configured Gulfstream III aircraft. The

A People's Liberation Army Navy Y-9JZ (China MoD - Fu Dongchen)

Global 5000s are equipped with synthetic aperture
radar and Elta EL/I-3001 Airborne Integrated
SIGINT Systems (ASIS). They were delivered in
2015 while the Gulfstreams have been in service for
well over two decades. These complement its IAI
A-50, and EMB-145-based airborne early warning
aircraft.
For nearly a decade, India has expressed interest in
acquiring a new SIGINT aircraft - in 2017 a Request
for Information suggested five new aircraft be
acquired for SIGINT and communications jamming
and two purely for SIGINT to meet Chinese and
Pakistani threats. However, it seems this acquisition
is moving very slowly and is a low priority.

PAKISTAN

Across the border, Pakistan flies three Dassault
Falcon 20F electronic warfare aircraft, which have
served with 24 Squadron since 1987. Most recently,
Pakistan used EW aircraft during Operation Swift
Retort in February 2019, when the Pakistan Air
Force (PAF) responded to an Indian bombing
mission inside Pakistan. Working in coordination
with Pakistani airborne early warning aircraft, the
Falcon 20Fs were used to jam Indian Air Force
communications, facilitating the shoot down of an
Indian Air Force MiG-21 Bison.

INDONESIA

Leonardo’s SAGE 600 ESM (Electronic Support
Measures) system has been installed on an
Indonesian Air Force CN235MPA maritime patrol
aircraft. The retrofitted aircraft entered service
in 2016. SAGE is an electronic warfare system

for radio frequency (RF) intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance missions. It passively collects
emitter data from RF sources (between 0.5-40
Gigahertz) at a tactically significant range,
compares them with an emitter library and then
identifies and geolocates any threats, including
naval surveillance radars.

JAPAN
Japan has a very large fleet of EW aircraft, which is
hardly surprising considering it is an island nation
well suited to making use of these capabilities. The
Japan Air Self Defence Force’s (JASDF’s) Electronic
Warfare Squadron at Iruma operates four Nihon
Aircraft Manufacturing Corporation YS-11EBs,
fitted with dorsal and ventral antenna arrays. The
YS-11EBs appear to have been used to monitor
Sino-Russian activity in the region and collect data
on North Korean missile tests. The JASDF also flies
a single Kawasaki Heavy Industries (KHI) EC-1 and
two YS-11EA electronic warfare training aircraft.
Japan is investing heavily in electronic warfare,
and in October 2020 the JASDF accepted a new
EW type: the RC-2 from Kawasaki Heavy Industries.
This is based on the C-2 transport aircraft and
fitted with antennas to detect, receive and classify
electronic emissions. The variant first flew in 2018
and will eventually replace the YS-11EBs, although
it’s not clear if this will be a one-for-one replacement
– Japan has requested funds for more RC-2s.
In addition, Japan has plans to develop a new
stand-off electronic warfare aircraft. In December
2020 the Japan Ministry of Defence’s Acquisition,
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Technology & Logistics Agency (ATLA) awarded
Kawasaki Heavy Industries a JPY15 billion (US
$137 million) contract to develop a stand-off EW
aircraft for the JASDF that will be able to degrade
the effectiveness of enemy radar and radio systems.
The aircraft will be equipped with SIGINT and
electronic attack equipment. Under the first stage
of development, Kawasaki will design and build two
prototypes and complete initial trials by the end of
2026. In the second stage, two more prototypes
will be built, with final testing to be completed in
2032. Stage one development will cost more than
US $400 million.
Apart from the JASDF, the Japan Maritime Self
Defence Forces flies four Lockheed Martin EP-3C
SIGINT aircraft (and three UP-3C EW trainers
plus a single UP-3D equipment test aircraft) fitted
with subsystems manufactured by Japan’s NEC
and Mitsubishi. Delivered in the early 1990s, these

can apparently suppress any RF signal. Work is
underway on a replacement, which will apparently
be able to suppress ground, air and sea targets as
well as satellite communications.
Other Russian EW aircraft include the Ilyushin
Il-20M and Tupolev Tu-214R. The Il-20M is a SIGINT,
ELINT and COMINT (communications intelligence)
platform that also has radars and cameras for
surveillance. More than half a dozen have been
in service for several decades, used in Crimea,
Georgia, Afghanistan and Syria as well as Russia’s
Far East. Several have been upgraded to Il-20MS
standard with a comprehensive self-protection suite
and other changes.
The newer Tu-214R, in service for less than a
decade, carries the MRC-411 multi-intelligence
system that includes EW and COMINT equipment
for radio reconnaissance and radio suppression. It
is capable of intercepting and suppressing a wide

2000 jets, meanwhile, are believed to have entered
service around 2017/18 and have been modified
to carry out COMINT and missile launch detection
missions.
In June 2020 it emerged that South Korea
has approved plans to acquire an undisclosed
number of additional airborne early warning and
control (AEW&C) and signals intelligence aircraft.
Procurement of the AEW&C aircraft will be by
2027 under a US $1.32 billion project while the
SIGINT aircraft will be acquired by 2026 for US
$756 million.

SINGAPORE

Singapore is rumoured to have acquired at least one
and possibly two EW-equipped Lockheed Martin
C-130 Hercules in the early 1990s, with ELINT and
other equipment sourced from Israel. Such aircraft
have apparently been used to monitor activity along
the coasts of Thailand and Malaysia and islands in
the Bay of Bengal.

TAIWAN

The Republic of China Air Force (RoCAF) flies a single
C-130H Hercules configured for electronic warfare.
This was acquired in 1991 and is complemented
by Mirage 2000/5EI aircraft fitted with Thales
ASTAC pods (ten systems were acquired in the late
1990s). The Hercules is equipped with the Airborne
Electronic Surveillance System (AESS) payload
developed by Lockheed Martin and the Chung Shan
Institute of Science and Technology.

PODS

A PLAN Y-8JB seen in 2018 (China MoD - Fu Dongchen)

have been used to monitor the Sea of Japan and
surrounding waters along with missions keeping an
eye on North Korea’s nuclear programme. Japan is
looking to develop a new ELINT collection system to
go on a new platform to replace the EP-3Cs.

RUSSIA

Russia is a firm believer in the power of electronic
warfare as a cost-effective force multiplier, and
has proven this to good effect in the Ukraine. On
the aerial side, the Russian Air Force flies several
dedicated types. In 2016 it received three new
Ilyushin Il-22PP Porubschik EW aircraft, apparently
capable of jamming the AN/APY-1/2 radars of
Boeing’s E-3 Sentry family. The Il-22PP is based
on the Ilyushin Il-18 turboprop transport family and
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range of radio signals, from cell phones to aircraft
and ground-based radars and EW systems. It
also features side-looking airborne radars, electrooptical tracker and ground moving target indicator.
It has been in service since 2013, and deployed
to Syria.

SOUTH KOREA

The Republic of Korea Air Force (RoKAF) operates
six EW platforms: two modified Falcon 2000S
jets and four Hawker 800XP aircraft. The Hawkers
(RC-800SIG Baekdu), acquired in 1996, have been
modified to accommodate an L3Harris combined
communications and electronic intelligence suite
that covers a range of frequencies up to and
including the Ka-band (26.5 to 40GHz). The Falcon

Apart from dedicated electronic warfare aircraft,
there are many pod-mounted systems that can be
fitted to military aircraft to give them an electronic
warfare capability, although most of these are
designed for defensive rather than offensive
operations. Examples include Saab’s Electronic
Attack Jammer Pod (EAJP), part of its Arexis family
of electronic warfare systems; Kaluga Research
Institute’s Khibiny system; Raytheon’s AN/ALQ-249
Next Generation Jammer (NGJ); Hensoldt’s
Kalaetron Attack Jammer; MBDA SPEAR-EW
electronic attack missile; and Elettronica’s EDGE
jamming pod.
Many of these pods are new developments,
indicating the growing importance countries are
placing on electronic warfare. As militaries become
increasingly dependent on electronic systems for
navigation, positioning, communications and other
capabilities, it also means growing vulnerability to
EW and the need to stay on top of this branch of
warfare.
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CAE MANAGING DIRECTOR ASIA-PACIFIC,
MATTHEW SIBREE, IN CONVERSATION WITH
APDR EDITOR KYM BERGMANN

Matthew Sibree (CAE photo)

Kym: CAE has recently acquired the training
business of L3 Harris Military Training. What
does that mean for you in the region?
Matt: Historically we had more of an Asia-Pacific
focus – and now we can include India as part of
the mix. This is significant because of the growing
importance of the Quad Alliance and so I now lead
CAE’s defence business for what we call IndoPacific. The L3Harris Military Training acquisition
– which includes Doss Aviation and Link – is very
exciting for us.
Though L3Harris Military Training does not
have many employees in the region because
their focus was on the US, their reach into the
region is interesting. First, we see complementary
capabilities in this part of the world, with CAE well
positioned to deliver basic flight training for both
rotary and fixed wing aircraft, as well as air mobility
training. The acquisition of L3Harris Military
Training adds capabilities and experience on fast
jets like the F/A-18, helicopters like the AH-64 and
CH-47, and transports like the C-27J.
From a stable of both training devices and
capabilities, we can now add in F-16 and – in
collaboration with Boeing – Super Hornet and
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Growler – opportunities throughout the IndoPacific region. There are also UH-60 opportunities
in the region as well as MQ-9 Reaper and
SkyGuardian prospects as well. The combination
of L3Harris Military Training with CAE now gives
us experience on all these platforms. In fact, this
acquisition really makes CAE the leading pure play,
platform-agnostic simulation and training company.
I’m also excited about the USAF SCARS
program – that’s Simulator Common Architecture
and Requirements Standards – where L3Harris
Military Training had been awarded a prime
contract of around US $900 million. This program
is all about developing a common architecture to
integrate and standardize USAF aircraft training
simulators to enable more distributed, networked,
and cybersecure mission training. The SCARS
architecture is also addressing major cross-domain
data security challenges. For example, if you
have an F-35 simulator plugged into a synthetic
environment that is being shared with unclassified
devices, the system needs to automatically handle
security protocols so that classified data is
protected.
This is a really exciting area for CAE because in

RAN MH-60R Tactical
Operational Flight
Trainer (CAE photo)

Australia we are positioning to do something similar
through the latter phases of JP9711. The roadmap
is being delivered by prime contractor Lockheed
Martin. CAE sees the next part of that activity
involving the gateways to the various devices – and
we might be in a position to become involved as a
result of the SCARS work we do with the USAF.
Kym: In online gaming, systems are able to
handle millions of users simultaneously from
all around the world so can you build on that,
or are the security issues a challenge?
Matt: That’s certainly a challenge – along with
achieving the full digital immersion that you need
to be effective for training. It’s an interesting
question because CAE is committing significant
R&D to this area. We see the resources available
in the gaming world and the advances they have
made in technology – especially around their
gaming engines – and we are now starting to build
architectures based on those solutions.
In this region, we have a team that is delivering
a triage learning environment that is based on
computer gaming to Ambulance Victoria, which is a
neat solution.

CAE F-18 simulator (CAE photo)

Kym: Looking at Australia and the region, what
are the new projects and platforms of particular
interest?
Matt: If we start with the traditional domain for CAE,
namely aerospace, for MQ-9B we are working with
prime contractor General Atomics as their global
training partner, so that flows through to Australia. We
are hopeful that the Australian government will make
some further announcements about this shortly.
The C-27J is another platform that is maturing well
and providing a good level of capability – particularly
regarding operations in the South Pacific. To date,
the RAAF has been doing most of their training in the
aircraft and simulator training with Leonardo in Italy.
We believe this could be an opportunity to support an
in-country C-27J training solution. The Special Forces
light utility helicopter – Project Land 2097 Phase 4
– is also a project where we see the training system
being very important.
Beyond the air domain, there is a lot of future
business focussed in the naval domain. We would
like to leverage all our training systems integration
experience from aviation and see how we can assist
various navies around the world – my focus obviously
being the Royal Australian Navy – with their training
systems. Most know CAE for our training and
simulation in the air domain, but we have a wealth of
experience developing comprehensive naval training
solutions, such as the Naval Doctrine Training Centre
we are delivering to the UAE Navy.

You could argue that we already have a significant
foot in the door with RAN’s MH-60R Romeo
helicopter training centre at Nowra. That facility is
actually quite close to what Navy are calling their
Ship Zero concept. This is the idea of having the ship
designer, the sustainment provider, and the training
integrator – combined with a bit of science and
technology – under one umbrella.
It looks like the first of these will be for the Arafura
class OPVs – and we believe CAE can play a
significant role. That’s my immediate future: working
with various naval customers and leveraging what
we have done on other global naval programs and in
the air domain to address the naval domain here in
Australia.
Kym: This is all new to me. Is the Navy looking
to develop a ‘virtual ship’ concept for the entire
fleet?
Matt: To a degree, yes – for each class of ship.
From what we have gathered from speaking with
the customer, the RAN is starting with the newer
ones, hence the current focus on the OPVs, which
are under construction. After that it might be the
Hunter class frigates and potentially the future
submarines. And by the way, the L3Harris Military
Training acquisition brings CAE some experience on
subsurface training systems.
From the perspective of a horizontal training
capability, things such as the bridge simulator at

Watson’s Bay will remain and continue the training
of Principle Warfare Officers and ship’s captains.
But then in a process similar to when you go to an
Operational Conversion Unit for a different class of
aircraft, the idea is that as you go to a new ship you
will go through something similar.
Rather than doing the training on the ship as you
sail from Point A to Point B, the intent is to deliver
more training from a shore-based facility for both
initial and recurrency training.
Kym: Is this a single facility or a number of
them?
Matt: I think the vision is a facility for each class of
ship – which might be a big ask. It’s a big challenge
for Navy – and at this stage in the process we are
hoping to add a bit of thought leadership using
some experience we have gained in places such as
the United Arab Emirates naval training centre and
something similar in Sweden. We are also delivering
training systems to the US Navy and we are using
that knowledge to help shape the discussion here.
Kym: Any thoughts about timing?
Matt: This is all very actively under consideration.
The announcement of Raytheon Australia as the OPV
lifecycle capability manager in Western Australia was
an important step and was the first stage of putting
in place the capability manager, ship designer and
sustainment organisation in the one location. The
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next step, we hope, will be to add in experimentation,
which is the science and technology part – and then
the training elements. I should mention that modelling
and simulation can play a significant role in test and
experimentation.
Kym: OK. Let’s look at the broader picture
regarding simulation and training. Are there any
megatrends that we need to be aware of?
Matt: I think there are common challenges in training,
no matter how you look at it. If we take the Air domain
as an example, being able to firstly attract the talent
that our customers need is always going to be a
challenge. The traditional “chalk and talk” method
of using a classroom environment is not necessarily
going to be the best way forward.
We need to be delivering training systems that are
digital, can be delivered remotely if necessary and
can be tailored for the needs of individual students so
that they can be brought along at a pace suitable for
them. My background is pilot training – and it used to
be conducted at a constant pace where if you didn’t
keep up you tended to be scrubbed from the course.
As a result of that there were probably a lot of good
candidates who were dropped and at the same time
some candidates that could have been accelerated
through the curriculum.
RAN MH-60R Avionics Maintenance Trainer (CAE photo)
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CAE is investing a lot in adaptive learning, big data
analytics and virtual reality, meaning that a student
can take a headset home and continue their learning
in their room. These systems are still instructor-led
(digitally) and using elements of Artificial Intelligence
so that negative learning is mitigated, and the results
are being fed back into a Learning Management
system so you can keep tabs on progress.
We have been doing that in CAE for some time
via a product called CAE Rise (Real-time Insights
and Standardised Evaluations). Now that L3Harris
Military Training has come on board, we have another
product called the adaptive learning environment that
has been developed. With both Rise and the ALE, we
start to use data from the training system to feed back
into the performance of students. This is in place of
relying on an instructor’s subjective assessments
where instead we will have the data to support
decisions.
Kym: I’ve seen some systems that are making
greater use of technologies such as digital
avatars. Are you doing anything in that area?
Matt: That’s probably more in the Land domain and
where I have seen it used effectively is for training in
cultural awareness issues. What I have seen on the
market is courseware led by a digital instructor – an

avatar – that is culturally aligned with the students,
for example prior to deployments to the Middle East. I
see that as playing a role.
Kym: Back to reality – how do you see
prospects for CAE during the next five years in
Australia and the region?
Matt: The Defence and Security business unit of
CAE has a new Group President, Dan Gelston, and
when he came into the business and had a look at
the overall environment, he quickly identified that we
were under-represented in the Indo-Pacific region.
This means that I have a huge challenge, but one
that is being supported by a lot of resources to grow
our share of the market across our region. This is
especially true in Australia, which is our home base
for the entire Indo-Pacific region, to solidify the large
footprint that we already have and to expand the
business into Asia.
It will come as no surprise to learn that the
nations we are having discussions with are all Quadaligned or Five Eyes aligned countries. In addition to
opportunities in Australia and New Zealand, we see
opportunities in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, India,
and other countries throughout Indo-Pac.
Kym: Many thanks for your time.

Welcome to the world’s leading high-tech,
platform agnostic simulation, training and
operational support company.
CAE recently completed the acquisition of L3Harris’ Military Training business, which included iconic
names in simulation and training – Link and Doss Aviation.
The result? CAE is now the leading high-technology, pure play, platform-agnostic company focused on
simulation, training and operational support. We are ideally positioned to help our defence customers
train and operate across air, land, maritime, space and cyber -- the multi-domain environment.
Explore our expanded breadth of capabilities and experience with the integration of Link Simulation and
Training and Doss Aviation into CAE’s Defence & Security business. And learn how our digitally immersive
training and operational support solutions support your preparation for multi-domain operations.

@CAE_Defence
caeaus@cae.com.au

CAE

@CAE_Defence

cae.com/defence-security
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MARITIME DOMAIN SIMULATIONS
The maritime domain consists of three regions comprising below the sea’s surface, on the surface and not far above the
sea surface.

DSTG STAR SHOT AGILE
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Able Seaman Combat Systems Operator Damon Jackson on his operations room console during the fleet synthetic
training exercise held in the Anzac-class frigate simulator at HMAS Watson in Sydney. Credit: CoA / Jarrod Mulvihill

S

ub-surface regions are where submarines
with torpedoes and mine-laying equipment
and unmanned underwater vehicles
operate, as well as fixed defences such as mines
and nets and acoustic monitoring cables. The
surface region population is self-evident. Flying at
low altitudes, helicopters, unmanned aerial systems
and some manned aircraft complete the maritime
domain.
Seagoing personnel, whether on training, exercise
or war operations, have to use their high technology
systems with great skill to produce the desired
outcomes. Their officers also must have great
situational awareness, ability to thoroughly evaluate
alternative options, make the best decision in the
circumstances and communicate that clearly to all
who will be affected by it.
Preparing to fulfill platform roles at sea requires
extensive land-based training, often using realistic
computer-based simulators which can mimic on
screen and with controls to operate the real thing
on board submarines, ships or aircraft. These
simulators can sometimes also receive live inputs
to form a synthetic training environment for both
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training and mission rehearsal.
Apart from their ability to provide a realistic
experience to trainees to help them cope with many
different real-life situations, there are usually cost
advantages that simply can’t be ignored in today’s
economic environment. The increased cost of fuel,
environmental impacts and significant wear and
tear on weapon systems all point to greater use of
simulation and synthetic training.
Joint Project 9711 will, once fully introduced,
provide the ADF with a Core Simulation Capability
(CSimC) that will establish a standing Simulation
Environment that can service both joint enabled
higher level single service collective training and joint
collection training aimed at training joint task force
headquarters and HQ Joint Operations Command
across the spectrum of operations.
The CSimC will host a range of simulation
technologies servicing key capabilities that will be
integrated and federated into a shared operating
picture. This will enable battle space decision
making in a near real environment.
JP9711 is discussed further in an article by Kym
Bergmann in this current APDR edition.

The Defence Science and Technology Group
(DSTG) describe this program as ‘Prevailing in
complex and contested environments will require
the ADF to bring together capabilities from across
all domains of warfare (air, maritime, land, space and
information and cyber) to achieve complementary
and coordinated effects. Future ADF operations will
comprise complex, high-velocity manoeuvres that
will present multiple dilemmas to any adversary at an
unmatched tempo.
‘The ADF already conducts operations across the
domains; however, command and control (C2) is
currently labour intensive and cognitively complex.
Greater agility is needed to deliver operational
advantage across the continuum of competition
and conflict. The future C2 capability must be
robust, resilient, responsive, flexible, adaptive and
reconfigurable; and it must be able to handle many
concurrent and unforeseen situations.’
DSTG will conduct research into Artificial
intelligence, human-machine teaming, autonomy
and real-time battle simulation modelling to assist
decision-making.
A Defence spokesperson was asked by APDR
about progress with this program:
‘Following the release of the More, Together:
Defence Science and Technology Strategy 2030
in May 2020, the Agile Command and Control (C2)
STaR Shot formally commenced in July 2020 and has
progressed significantly since.
‘The Agile C2 STaR Shot capitalises and builds
on research undertaken by Defence over several
years. For example, it is aligned with four of the Next
Generation Technologies Fund research themes;
trusted autonomous systems, enhanced human
performance, space and integrated Intelligence
Surveillance and Reconnaissance. The STaR Shot
also utilises research already conducted under the
Defence Science Technology Group 5th Generation
Headquarters program, and the former Combat
Cloud and Modelling Complex Warfighting strategic
research programs.
‘The intent of this STaR Shot is to deliver a
more effective, productive, adaptive, and supportable
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end-to-end Joint C2 capability able to meet the
challenges of future contested and concurrent
operations. The capability will be designed to
continuously evolve to meet changing operational
needs and leverage emerging technological
opportunities.
‘The end-state for the Agile Command and
Control STaR Shot is to enable Commanders,
their subordinates and staff to lead, manage and
command multi domain operations to deceive and
defeat adversaries in future competition and conflict.’

PROJECT SEA 1412 COMPLETE
AT HMAS WATSON
HMAS Watson, located at Sydney's South Head,
is the premier RAN maritime warfare training
establishment. It is the home of the Training Authority
Maritime Warfare, as part of Fleet Command.
Students at Watson range in experience from
Commanding Officers who are proceeding back
to sea in Command of a major fleet unit through
to the junior Combat System Operator Sailors
undertaking their first category course after recruit
training.
The SEA 1412 project was initiated to introduce
modern training systems, which include simulation
technology for sailors and officers to understand
and rehearse how they will be using their ship’s
equipment in a variety of at-sea situations. These
can range from simple solo passages to complex
warfighting scenarios.
A Defence spokesperson said: ‘SEA 1412 was
completed in 2005 with the creation of the Maritime
Warfare Training System and associated network
delivered to HMAS Watson.’
Watson provides basic and advanced training
for Junior and Senior Sailors in the Combat System
Category and Junior Seaman Officers in ships
handling, navigation and tactics.
Watson Bridge Training Facility's mandate is to
provide appropriate and realistic training required
for Junior Seaman Officers to become fully capable
of carrying out the duties of the Officer-of-theWatch in all classes of RAN ships. This includes
training in Navigation, Ship Handling, Warfare,
Flying Operations and Bridge Administration, plus
a variety of administrative training designed to
prepare Junior Officers for their role as an important
member of a warship's leadership team.
Advanced training is conducted for Principal
Warfare Officers, who are taught to use the modern
ships' weapons and sensors effectively, and Force
Warfare Officers who focus on planning and staff
skills required to function within a joint staff at sea

or ashore.
At the high end, Watson trains newly appointed
Commanding and Executive Officers, giving them
the finish needed to succeed in commanding the
highly professional people who crew the ships and
establishments that make up Australia's Navy.

KONGSBERG FULL MISSION
SIMULATORS
A May 2nd, 2019 Kongsberg media release stated:
‘Kongsberg Digital has signed a contract for a
delivery of two new K-Sim® Full Mission Bridge
simulators at the Royal Australian Navy’s (RAN)

SUBMARINE SONAR OPERATOR
TRAINING
When a submarine submerges, radar becomes
useless and no lookouts remain on deck, so the
periscope and the broad and narrow band sonar
gear are now the eyes and ears of the submarine.
In the vicinity of enemy ships, it may by
dangerous to use the periscope too often in case
it is detected. The sonar operators then become
the main channel of information about the enemy’s
manoeuvres.
Any ship moving through the water makes a
certain amount of sound which can be detected

Chief Executive Officer of Cook Islands Deputy Prime Minister Robert Tapaitu, Mr Toka Hagi drives a ship in the bridge
simulator at the Navy Synthetic Warfighting Centre at HMAS Watson, Sydney. Credit: CoA / Jarrod Mulvihill

HMAS Watson Bridge Simulator Facility in Watsons
Bay, Sydney, Australia.
‘The project is a noteworthy addition to
Kongsberg's service delivery contracts with the
RAN, which includes multiple ship-handling and
engine room simulators delivered at training
facilities across the country.’
Defence added:
‘Two new Bridge simulators installed in 2020
are running Polaris software. Two other Bridge
Simulators at HMAS Watson were upgraded to
K-SIM® software in 2021 and are currently under
test by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN).’
Further investigation by APDR revealed that the
RAN uses the K-SIM® Navigation and Dynamic
Positioning software at HMAS Watson. The K-SIM®
Engine Room software is utilised at Navy Training
Systems Centre-Randwick.’

by passive sonar. Most important is the sound of
enemy propellers as they churn through the water.
Next in importance are the noises from various
pieces of machinery within the ship. These sounds
go through the hull and out into the water.
With the ship stopped, propellers and machinery
may both be silent. But even then, some sound
may come from the slapping of the waves against
the ship's hull.
Training Acoustic Warfare Analyst Submariner
(AWAS) personnel, begins with their initial
11-week course at HMAS Stirling, WA with
simulation systems, followed by experience in a
real submarine. They learn to determine the source
of the acoustic transmissions such as warship,
submarine, merchant vessel or biological.
AWAS have to further develop their skills
by regularly listening to real time scenarios,
particularly during spells on shore.
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Director - Training Authority Submarines,
Commander Daniel LeRaye, RAN (rear) explains
the Platform Trainer simulator to Royal Thai Navy
Deputy Chief of Staff (Operations) Vice Admiral
Gesorn Graisri at the Submarine Training and
Systems Centre at HMAS Stirling, Western Australia.
Credit: CoA/Kylie Jagiello

FIVE-DAY SUBMARINE ESCAPE
TRAINING COURSE

Not all simulations require computers and other high
technology. Often physical equipment is used to
simulate situations on board a Navy vessel.
For example, at HMAS Stirling, Rockingham,
WA the RAN runs a five-day course which teaches
trainees a variety of submarine escape strategies in
preparation for their Submariner role.
The practical element takes place in the Navy's
six-storey high escape simulator, which replicates
actual submarine escape compartments. The
course culminates with each Submariner required
to perform a successful simulated escape.

NAVAL HELICOPTER SIMULATION
TRAINING HMAS ALBATROSS
Navy and Army pilots are trained at HMAS Albatross.
The crews do much of their training in the flight
simulators, working with qualified RAN instructors
in the simulators to learn how to deal with a
wide range of general operational and emergency
situations.
CAE is a world leader in simulation and modelling
technologies and integrated training services for
military purposes and civil aviation. It operates
a simulator training complex at HMAS Albatross
with state-of-the-art full motion flight and mission
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simulators that provide training for the RAN’s
helicopter aircrew and aircraft maintenance crews
to ensure they are mission ready.
The 6.5 tonne full motion simulators have a
hi-resolution display screen capable of reproducing
a field or view of 170 degrees horizontally by
80 degrees vertically from a full-scale detailed
replica of the helicopter cockpit with true-to-flight
functionality and operations.
The simulators have six degrees of freedom
and can incorporate day, night, infra-red and night
vision goggle capabilities affording a safe and
effective method of training.
It is possible to simulate three-dimensional
scenarios such as offshore platforms, accident
scenes and heliports with weather conditions such
as fog, snow and clouds, or poor visibility from
brownout or whiteout, inside a dome six metres in
diameter.
As well as pilots being trained at HMAS Albatross,
a tactical part task trainer is used by personnel
about to become Navy aviation warfare officers on
board MH-60R Romeo helicopters. This synthetic
training system simulates the physical environment
and is also used for advanced training of sensor
operators in some of the tactical employments
of the MH-60Rs as it simulates the technology
and capabilities trainees will experience on an
operational aircraft.

IN CONCLUSION
The ADF’s simulation training systems for the maritime
domain have moved on from simple classroom
situations. Initially Project SEA1412 linked several
operations trainers together with a war gaming system
at HMAS Watson. That was completed in 2005.
This network has been expanded to include ships
alongside at Fleet Base East in Sydney and Fleet
Base West in Western Australia. Warships there
interoperate with the wargaming system and ship
models at HMAS Watson via the interfaces to their
on-board training systems. Extension to communicate
and join in while at sea, via satellite communications,
is now possible.
Simulation training is economic, safe and very
effective. Scenarios can be initiated which will
challenge the humblest sailor undergoing basic
training to the newly appointed commander of a
warship fighting a running battle with an adversary’s
submarines, surface vessels and attacking aircraft,
all without risking their ship.
The realism of simulator workings and displays
gets the trainee totally absorbed with their tasks.
This is especially true in helicopter pilot training.
When they finally take control of the real thing, for
example a Navy MH-60R, the pilots will have already
made countless “landings” on the pitching deck of an
RAN frigate in heavy seas or “hunted” submarines in
combat situations.
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SIMULATION
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

ONE SYSTEM TO BIND THEM ALL
In a Utopian world of military simulation, every aspect of future operations would be rehearsed on devices replicating each piece
of equipment in use, from rifles through to ships and aircraft. All of these would then be connected in real time so that the entire
joint force could be realistically interacting in various simulators and laboratories without an actual shot being fired or a litre of jet
fuel being burned.

The virtual reality training system for marksmen at the Battle Simulation Centre, Gallipoli Barracks, Enoggera.
Credit: CoA / Jacob Hilton

E

ntirely synthetic missions lasting days or
even weeks could be conducted, then
analysed and remedial training undertaken
without lives being risked – and with personnel
fully engaged, stressed and committed using
realistic graphics and effects. The need for physical
exercises will continue, but these will be greatly
enhanced by the increased use of simulation.
Such a comprehensive system would save money
overall – but the most important benefits would be
in improving the performance of everyone involved
and maintaining the enthusiasm of personnel for a
career in the military.
In essence, this is what JP 9711 seeks to do.
Prime contractor Lockheed Martin Australia with
partners NEC Australia and Calytrix Technologies
signed the contract to deliver the first phase of the
Core Simulation Capability in March 2019 and have
been making steady progress in developing the
architecture of the complete system, which will start
to go online next year.
The project is a multi-phased activity designed
to provide the ADF with a dedicated network to be
30 Asia Pacific Defence Reporter SEPT 2021

able to conduct Live, Virtual and Constructive (LVC)
training. It needs to be physically rolled out to the
major training centres in Australia, including some
of the main exercise areas and ranges, for all three
services. The concept is to connect all relevant
platforms to constitute a virtual force.
Lockheed
Martin
Australia’s
Business
Development Lead, David Fallon explained:
“Live training is with soldiers in the field – and
to that has to be added the Virtual part, namely all
of the simulators, whether they be tanks, aircraft
or ships. The Constructive element is real people
using actual command and control systems but
with forces that exist only on a map or in the digital
space.
“When you want LVC training to occur the first
thing that needs to happen is to put the network
in place and all of the connectors. As both we and
Defence are finding – and in line with international
experience – there’s increasing demand for
connecting geographically dispersed elements.
“An Australian case might be of a battalion
headquarters at Shoalwater Bay in a live exercise

needing to connect with brigade HQ in Townsville
and wanting to use Tiger helicopters via their
simulators in Darwin as part of the training. In
addition to that, JP 9711 will give the ADF the ability
to also connect with coalition forces to conduct
something like Talisman Sabre with a persistent
network.”
The system is not limited to a specific number
of simulators, nor at this stage have they been
prioritised. This is made possible by common
standards for Higher Level Architecture and
distributed simulation, which mercifully have used
global design standard for many years allowing
devices of various ages and from a multitude of
suppliers to speak with each other. The amount
of data involved is potentially gigantic and how to
successfully move it around seamlessly and in a fully
secure way is at the heart of the project.
As far back as Talisman Sabre 2007, a USAF
AC-130 gunship simulator located in Florida was
plugged into the exercise – and in future larger
numbers of geographically dispersed assets will be
able to be involved. In that case, the simulator had
the full AC-130 crew and the mission that they “flew”
had all of the maps, data sets and messaging from
JTAC (Joint Terminal Attack Controller) personnel
on the ground in Australia. As far as the crew were
aware, they were flying over Queensland and the
JTAC didn’t even know whether or not the AC-130
was real.
As more simulators are connected it enables the
entire joint force to be exercised simultaneously.
While connectivity to the U.S. is well proven, in the
future the scale and breadth of scenarios will be
increased - and regional partners will also be able
to connect their devices to the Australian system.
Since contract award LMA has been finalising
system architecture and confirming that it matches
requirements. The company is currently in the
detailed design review phase and working on
an implementation plan, which also has to solve
extremely complex problems of multilevel security.
According to David Fallon, the network being
developed has a set of standards and protocols
which align to the way that current and legacy
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simulators connect.
He explained that LMA is able to draw on the
parent company’s U.S. experience of developing
the Distributed Mission Operations Centre for
the USAF at Kirtland Air Force Base in New
Mexico, which set standards for how simulators will
connect. However, the system being developed for
Australia is different because it is probably the first
time a network is being developed able to handle
joint coalition operations at this scale. All previous
systems have been single service, so JP 9711 looks
to be a world first – and is certainly a very complex
system because of the need to simultaneously
handle both ITAR-protected and non-ITAR data.
The project also involves some new terminology
agreed with Defence – because the world needs
more acronyms – and LMA is working towards
Final Transformation Complete. This is because in
essence the company takes the existing Defence
data network and shifts it to the required new
level of capability – a significant and challenging
undertaking. APDR understands that this is on track

Simulation a vital ADF capability
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA
Asked to explain the significance of JP 9711
a Defence spokesperson said that simulation
technology has become a fundamental
contributor to capability acquisition and
preparedness in the Australian Defence Force
(ADF). Simulation applications have been
used for many years by the three services
through the use of tactical training simulators
that allow individual training in replicated real
environments. The use of these applications
have realised benefits on concurrency of
platforms, reductions to costs in training, ease
on environmental impacts from live training and
the access and availability of the systems to
train on.
Simulation is an excellent means for training
and practicing procedures and drills and a
means to improve organisational effectiveness.
There will always need to be a requirement to
train in a live environment to actually experience
the environmental, physical and emotional
effects of – real firing of a weapon system; the
real stress of conducting a surveillance and
acquisition activity; or the real environmental
impacts of moving an armoured unit over
difficult terrain; or the real tidal impacts on an
amphibious landing.
The use of simulation however allows live

to occur in 2023 with Final Operational Capability
currently scheduled for the following year.
Turning to the other members of the team, NEC
Australia is providing the data network protocols and
managing various gateways and anticipating user
demand. Apparently, the network itself is existing

variety of related matters, often utilising retired
Defence personnel.
In the near term the LMA team will continue
to manage that system and predict that in time a
number of additional Australian companies will
become involved, particularly for Land domain

As more simulators are connected it enables the entire joint
force to be exercised simultaneously. While connectivity to
the U.S. is well proven, in the future the scale and breadth of
scenarios will be increased - and regional partners will also be
able to connect their devices to the Australian system.
Defence infrastructure, known as the Enterprise
ICT, to which LMA and partners have access for the
purposes of the project. The other partner, Calytrix,
has a history of working with Joint Operations
Command for exercise planning, delivery and a

training to be more targeted and focussed on
those areas that simulation cannot replace.
The ADF also has a history of using
simulation to support major joint and single
service exercises. In 2014 this simulation
capability was centrally organized and placed
within the Joint Collective Training Branch
(JCTB) in Headquarters Joint Operations
Command. This also aligned with Joint Project
9711 which when fully in service will enable
a Core Simulation Capability that will establish
a more permanent and pervasive simulation
environment that can support the increased
scope of both single service and joint exercises
in the near- to mid- term. The simulation
environment will also allow for the important
domains of Space and Information Warfare
to be incorporated into the future warfighting
capability of the ADF. The environment will allow
the ADF to prepare and train for high intensity
conflict without incurring additional costs and
concurrency pressure on ADF capability.
Joint Project 9711 will, once fully introduced,
provide the ADF with a Core Simulation
Capability (CSimC) that will establish a
standing Simulation Environment that can
service both joint enabled higher level single
service collective training and joint collection
training aimed at training joint task force
headquarters and HQJOC across the spectrum

simulation. The end result will be a network
permanently available to the ADF from every base
around Australia, which will be a huge leap forward
in the domain of simulator connectivity and joint
force training.

of operations.
The CSimC will be interoperable with
Australia’s key alliance partners, enabling
deeper partnerships and development of a
shared understanding of the regional operating
environment.
The CSimC will host a range of simulation
technologies servicing key capabilities that
will be integrated and federated into a shared
operating picture.
This will enable battle space decision making
in a near real environment.
Joint Project 9711 is being developed in
partnership with Defence and Lockheed Martin
Australia.
A number of working groups have been
established between Defence and Australian
industry with an aim to share learning and
development. The Simulation Environment
Working Group was established and meets
bi-annually (COVID permitting) to exchange
development ideas, simulation applications
and development across a range of Australian
industry groups and state and federal
organisations.
JCTB has enjoyed a long-standing
relationship with Australian industry involved in
the delivery of Simulation and hosts a support
panel that allows for competitive offers from a
wide range of vendors.
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VR TRAINING
GUY MARTIN // JOHANNESBURG

VIRTUAL REALITY AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
TRAINING ADVANCES
Virtual and augmented reality technologies have gone mainstream in the last decade and are making a big impact in many
sectors, including aviation maintenance. The COVID-19 pandemic is also speeding up the adoption of digital technologies,
including virtual/simulation training - with restrictions on travel, virtual training and support is often the only option.

A 3D scanned F-16 is displayed while maintainers work on actual F-16 at Nellis AFB in Feb 2020 (USAF - Airman 1st
Class Christopher H Stolze)

W

ith the cost of military aircraft, especially
fighters, on the rise, maintenance is
more important than ever as fleets shrink
and availability rates need to be high. With fifth
generation fighters costing close to US $100 million
and becoming ever more complex, air forces can ill
afford to have their front-line aircraft commandeered
for maintenance training or damaged by poor
maintenance techniques. Simulation allows students
to make mistakes at essentially no cost, and repeat
exercises as many times as they want. Simulators
and virtual trainers are now heavily used to bridge
the gap from the classroom to the aircraft, while
augmented reality enhances training and improves
real-time support.
Today, augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed
reality solutions are becoming mainstream as higherresolution graphics, head-mounted displays and
improved computing power come to the fore. Initially,
digital/simulation training was typically done via
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desktop computer systems. Now, using virtual and
augmented reality, it is possible to simulate and
reproduce situations in a safe environment that would
otherwise be costly, complex, dangerous, or difficult
to replicate. De-icing training on aircraft, for example,
can be done at any time with virtual reality rather than
only in winter.
Before the advent of virtual and augmented
reality, real-world composite maintenance trainers
(CMTs) were the primary simulation training tools
for aircraft technicians. These are typically full-scale
aircraft mock-ups, allowing students to interact with
physical controls. Although quite expensive, the use
of composite maintenance trainers is growing as they
offer added realism and help instil a safety culture –
CMTs are more representative in simulating the actual
environment a trainee will encounter. CMTs are an
important accompaniment to purely digital training
systems such as virtual maintenance trainers (VMTs).
Initially VMTs were desktop computer-based and

then evolved to include helmet-mounted displays
and wands that let students manipulate a virtual
aircraft to open access panels and check and
change components. Virtual maintenance trainers
teach students things like subcomponent location,
maintenance procedures, tool selection, fault-finding
etc. When integrated with virtual, augmented, and
mixed reality, they are powerful systems for training
technicians.
The idea behind virtual reality (VR) is to create
a computer-generated aircraft that the user can
interact with, and to simulate the different senses
like hearing, vision, and even touch to bring users to
a whole new world - virtually. This is well suited to
beginner students as part of familiarisation training,
and to tasks that are complex and tricky enough to be
hard to convey by traditional means, are too difficult
or expensive to use real equipment to train on, or that
require environmental elements like high noise levels.
There are several types of VR: non-immersive
(the end user is always in control and aware of their
physical environment – e.g. they are looking at a
screen); semi-immersive (users get the perception
of being in a different world when they focus on the
virtual images/worlds in front of them); and fullyimmersive (the user is completely immersed through
technology like VR glasses or headsets such as the
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift).
Augmented reality (AR), on the other hand, involves
digital information brought into a user’s field of view
and overlaid onto the real world, which they observe
typically through glasses/helmet mounted displays,
such as the Microsoft HoloLens, Google Glass or
Meta 2, or a smartphone camera. Similarly, mixed
reality (MR) is an extension of augmented reality
that allows virtual and real elements to interact – for
example using a real tool to change a virtual aircraft
part. Extended reality (XR) is a catch-all designation
for VR, AR, MR and other emerging ‘realities’.
All these technologies can save significant time
and money in training technicians, and make them
more efficient. Simulation technology company CAE,
for example, claims that maintenance training costs
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are 20% less with AR/VR/MR solutions compared to
traditional methods. It anticipates 30-50% reductions
in training times with simulation training solutions.

GROWING ADOPTION

Technology has progressively improved, allowing
for augmented and mixed reality to be increasingly
adopted by military and civil maintenance technicians.
On the civil side, companies like Japan Airlines, Qatar
Airways, SIA Engineering and TAE Aerospace are
using augmented reality for aircraft maintenance,
with Google Glass and HoloLens being the headsets
of choice.
Companies like Pratt & Whitney and Rolls Royce
are experimenting with VR/AR for engine maintenance
and training. With VR, Pratt & Whitney engineers can
look inside an engine and examine almost every detail
– they can also see a running engine in motion. Rolls
Royce uses virtual reality training for its aero engines
as part of its IntelligentEngine vision. Customers from
anywhere in the world can take part in engine training
courses, as long as they have an internet connection
and the required VR equipment. Rolls Royce does not
see VR replacing practical training but adding value
and removing the need for a full-sized training engine
to be shipped to the customer.
In September 2020, Rolls Royce launched its
new Virtual Reality Maintenance Training Software
for its AE 2100 engines that power the Lockheed
Martin C-130J Super Hercules, with the first training
system entering service with the US Air Force.

A technician demonstrates Rolls Royce's virtual maintenance solutions (Rolls Royce)

The software enables students and instructors to
practice on a virtual AE 2100 engine - maintainers
can virtually remove, examine and replace AE 2100
engine components without risk of damage to the
equipment, an engine, or personnel injuries.
Boeing uses AR in aircraft assembly, with Microsoft
HoloLens headsets for example giving technicians
hands-free 3D wiring diagrams to follow. Replacing
paper diagrams, Boeing says this improves the

speed and accuracy of wiring by 30%. It is now
looking at AR/VR to transform maintenance training.
Under Boeing’s Augmented Reality for Maintenance
Inspection project, it is developing a system where a
technician can hold up a device and see the locations
of previous repairs and damage in an interactive
3D display. Boeing hopes to put the system into
production in the coming years.
Airbus has also experimented with virtual and
augmented reality. Its RHEA (Realistic Human
Ergonomic Analysis) kit comes with a virtual reality
headset, touchpads and infrared cameras to allow
mechanics to inspect and repair aircraft in an
immersive environment. In 2019, Airbus and the
Spanish Air Force announced they would develop
drone and augmented reality inspections for military
aircraft under a research and development project
aimed at reducing maintenance burden and improving
aircraft availability, with the Spanish Air Force to
initially trial the system on its Airbus A400Ms.

AUGMENTED REALITY FOR AIR
FORCES

An airmen uses a Vive headset as part of an HH-60G Pave Hawk VR siimulator at Moody AFB in 2019 (USAF - Airman
Azaria E Foster)

Air forces around the world are increasingly
adopting extended and augmented reality systems.
For example, in June the Italian Air Force held a
training event on the use of augmented reality for
maintenance training, using VR glasses, controllers
and other equipment developed by Leonardo and
other roleplayers.
Due to travel restrictions imposed in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, Saab has used virtual reality
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A USAF instructor uses a VR headset at Little Rock AFB (USAF - Airman 1st Class Aaron Irvin)

to bridge distances. Instead of sending specialists
to Thailand, technicians in Sweden supported
and guided Royal Thai Air Force technicians to
implement 200 hour checks by using the XMReality
Remote Guidance system. The tool has image
sharing, pointer, hands overlay, draw and zoom-in
options and also allows the session to be recorded.
It lets the user see what the customer or colleague
sees and guides them as if they were right there.
Saab is also developing virtual maintenance
solutions for its Gripen E, in collaboration with
DiSTI Corporation. DiSTI has supplied its VE Studio
virtual training development platform to a number
of customers, most recently the Chilean Air Force
to provide virtual maintenance training for its Bell
412 fleet.
Similar in concept to the XMReality system,
engineers from the US Naval Air Warfare Centre
Aircraft Division are developing augmented
reality headset applications to connect engineers
with maintainers across the world. The portable
Augmented Reality Remote Maintenance Support
Service (ARRMSS) audibly and visually connects
two users from anywhere in the world via an
AR headset, allowing engineers to troubleshoot
issues in real time. Users can also share photos,
documentation and other content. The system
recently finished testing and is expected to be ready
for production in 2023.
The United States Air Force (USAF) is one of the
leading adopters of augmented reality for aircraft
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maintenance, with numerous initiatives underway.
For example, Little Rock Air Force Base in January
opened its Virtual Reality Maintenance Centre,
which focusses on C-130J maintenance training.
It offers fully immersive interactive maintenance
tasks as well as some ‘glassaway’ theory of
operation tasks (glassaway describes the ability
to look through an aircraft’s skin to see how fluids,
electricity, environmental systems, and other internal
systems operate). Students still need to train on real
aircraft to be certified, however.
Elsewhere, the USAF’s 7th Bomb Wing is testing
AR glasses to replace crew tablets/manuals. Users
can overlay technical instructions and drawings onto
their glasses’ display and can take screenshots and
open and view documents via voice control while
working on projects with their hands.
The USAF has partnered with simulation and
training company Mass Virtual to develop a virtual
environment based on the C-130H/J that can
simulate the changing of propellers, tyres and
brakes in a virtual hangar, amongst others. Such
training means a C-130 does not have to be pulled
from normal duties for maintenance training.
Almost every aspect of aircraft maintenance can
now be simulated, even such mundane tasks as
painting. In May, the USAF unveiled its aircraft
painting simulator, with its core a spray gun and
VR goggles, to ensure the right amount of paint is
applied. The simulator provides real-time feedback
by marking areas in green when the correct amount

of paint is used, blue when more paint is needed,
and red when too much paint is applied.
Some other examples of VR/AR in the US military
come from the US Air Force’s Air Education and
Training Command, which is building virtual training
hangars complete with 3D aircraft. Raytheon’s
portable V-22 Osprey maintenance trainer,
developed with Bohemia Interactive Simulations
for Naval Air Systems Command, includes a virtual
reality headset and touchscreen displays - Raytheon
says it provides a 30% reduction in student
training time compared to real world programmes.
Elsewhere, Lockheed Martin, which uses AR in
product design and development, also uses it for
maintenance. It provides the RELY3D interactive
suite of applications for AH-64 Apache maintenance
with virtual guides, 3D animations, wiring diagrams
and more for the helicopter’s M-TADS/PNVS
system. According to Lockheed Martin, RELY3D
reduces training time by up to 60%.
Many other companies around the world are
developing or trialling AR/VR maintenance training
– for example, Patria announced earlier this year
that it is evaluating AR technology, which it sees as
being particularly useful in the aviation market. It is
using Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 glasses as well as the
Varjo XR-1 mixed reality headset, which can switch
from augmented to virtual reality. Patria believes
this technology is still relatively new and will be
some time before AR can be fully harnessed due to
its complexity. Indeed, the use of extended reality
in maintenance and repair has not reached its full
potential yet, but is improving every year.
Simulation technology is effective in explaining
how an entire system works and familiarising
technicians with components before they see them
in real life. However, there are still some things
that are difficult to teach with AR/VR - some of the
main limitations of this type of training are a lack of
haptic feedback; lack of muscle memory training;
oversimplification of maintenance procedures and
lack of realism.
Nevertheless, technology is progressing and
many VR/AR training systems now include a VR
helmet combined with responsive haptic gloves,
sensors, arms and suits that give physical feedback
while more accurately tracking the wearer’s
movements. Systems can also track students’ heart
rate, breathing rate, pulse and stress levels to see
how they are responding to a task.
While VR maintenance training is no substitute
for the real thing, it can dramatically speed up the
process and save money doing so - a combination
of virtual reality and physical simulators are ideal for
maintenance training.
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AUSTEYR
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

COURT FINDS THALES AUSTRALIA IN
BREACH OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY USE
Great care needs to be taken reporting court judgements, and in this case we shall rely heavily on the words of Queensland
Supreme Court Judge, The Honourable Justice Thomas Bradley. He explained that the plaintiffs – the Austrian company
Madritsch and their Australian representative Nioa – allege that Thales used confidential information about a solution to a
problem affecting all Steyr assault rifles, including the Army’s Austeyr, in breach of a non-disclosure agreement.

T

he brief background is that both the original
5.56mm Steyr AUG and its local derivative
are gas operated weapons that were never
designed to incorporate a 40mm under barrel grenade
launcher. When the Australian Army decided that they
wanted one fitted, the initial Thales solution had the
unintended consequence that when fired the recoil
pushed the bolt back slightly so that the weapon had
Austeyr rifle with 40mm grenade launcher
Credit: CoA / Dustin Anderson

to be manually re-cocked to fire a bullet. These events
occurred in 2006.
Normally legal findings are dry affairs – particularly in
IP matters – but the judgement of Justice Bradley most
definitely is not. If anyone wants to learn about how a
gas operated military assault rifle works they should
read the initial several dozen pages of the document,
which come with illustrations, charts and clearly
worded explanations. Judge Bradley has a background
in industrial law and a private interest in Numismatics
(the study of coins and medals) and these presumably
further assisted him to explain the highly technical
complexities of the matter. A link to the full judgement
is here: https://www.queenslandjudgments.com.au/
caselaw/qsc/2021/170
In summary, Thales were initially unable to solve the
grenade launcher problem, despite many attempts.
They became aware that Madritsch had developed
a solution for the Austrian Army. They entered into
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discussions with the company, obtained technical
data and then six conversion kits for Austeyrs
after signing various NDAs. Subsequently, Thales
said that they were no longer interested in a deal
with Madritsch, though it took some time for the
conversion kits to be returned. In the meantime,
Thales had implemented a solution for the Australian
Army.
Later at a defence technology exhibition,
Madritsch came across a modified Austeyr
rifle at the Thales stand and on closer
inspection it looked like the changes were
extremely similar – if not identical – to the
ones that they had offered to sell. The heart
of the judgement is from pages 53-56 in
which Justice Bradley rejects significant
parts of the evidence from Thales claiming
that it was just coincidental and questions
the truthfulness and character of several of
the key witnesses.
There are many parts to his findings
in favour of the plaintiffs and just one
paragraph will illustrate the tone, writing
on page 75:
“I am satisfied that Thales engaged in this conduct
with the purpose of misleading or deceiving the
plaintiffs so that they (and Nioa in particular) would
not make a direct approach to the Commonwealth
about supplying the Madritsch Solution kits for the
use of the ADF until such time as Thales was ready
to offer its alternative solution to the bolt unlocking
problem to the Commonwealth in the LAND 125-3C
program.”
Asked for a comment Robert Nioa said:
''NIOA welcomes the supreme court ruling. As
an Australian-owned business, NIOA is fiercely
protective of its intellectual property and that of
our defence industry partners. This has been a
long process over more than 10 years. NIOA
feels strongly that for the optimum performance of
Australia's defence force, the highest standards are
upheld in all aspects of the industry.

“A considerable amount of time elapsed at the
beginning of the process as NIOA and Madritsch
attempted to resolve the issue with Thales outside
of the court system but our concerns were ultimately
ignored. Court was a last resort, not only because it
is a distraction from the day-to-day business but also
because these types of IP infringement cases are
complex: i.e. they are notoriously difficult to run and
it goes without saying, to win. Among other things,
the document exchange process was lengthy due to
the IP involved.”
“I believe there are other cases of misuse that have
occurred in Australia, even though they have not
appeared in the courts. In some cases, commercial
settlements or arrangements may have been made
between the parties. Even where a settlement hasn’t
been agreed, companies are often counselled to
give up the fight. Fighting an IP breach case can
be extremely difficult and most companies will be
put off by the expense, uncertainty of outcome and
time and effort involved in running the case. This is
particularly true where smaller Australian companies
are faced with the prospect of taking on a foreign
government backed multinational.”
Asked about the Madritsch reaction, he said:
“They are happy with the result, but we are all
disappointed that we needed to go through this
process. A legal win doesn’t re-instate what could
have been a very different past decade for all
parties.”
On Friday August 20, Thales told APDR: Since
the judgement was handed down on 26 July 2021
Thales has carefully assessed its options for an
appeal. Today, we have lodged an appeal with the
Queensland Court of Appeal on the basis that Thales
was incorrectly found liable based on inferences that
were not supported by the evidence, and in some
respects were contrary to the evidence. The appeal
is against both the breach of confidence and the
misleading and deceptive conduct rulings. We look
forward to the matters being heard by the Court of
Appeal, most likely in 2022.

SMART SHOOTER
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA

GUARANTEEING FIRST ROUND ACCURACY
FOR SMALL ARMS
Sighting devices for small arms are evolving rapidly. For several centuries it was a matter of pointing the weapon in the general
direction of the enemy and firing because they were so inaccurate it didn’t really matter. Then came the addition of iron sights,
telescopic devices – and more recently with rapid advances in microelectronics, laser sighting, night vision and so on. Material
science has also improved the capabilities of the weapons themselves and their ammunition, so for a modern infantry assault rifle
great accuracy in excess of 300 metres is quite common.

T

he next iteration in the development of small
arms looks to be the addition of miniature
computing devices and artificial intelligence
to the sight, allowing image recognition software to
sort out hostile targets from civilians and friendly
forces – and generally greatly assist seeing through
the fog of war. Once a target has been acquired the
fire control system locks on and follows it, vastly
increasing the chance of a first shot hit. It is fully
compatible with any modern assault rifle.
The Israeli company Smart Shooter https://
www.smart-shooter.com/ is making great strides
in this field and sees opportunities in Australia,
particularly via LAND 159. The name of the product
is SMASH and APDR had the chance to discuss
this with Smart Shooter Vice President Business
Development Abraham Mazor, who explained:
“Current battlefields are complex – and in the
future they will be even more so, especially in urban
environments. The enemy might be a terrorist – or
several terrorists – hiding among many innocent
people. The only way to overcome this challenge
is by being very precise in combat – and this is
exactly what we are doing by the application of
smart technology.
“We have carried out a lot of R&D using
advanced algorithms, artificial intelligence and
image processing – similar to what has already
been done on some missiles. The system needs to
be very compact, very lightweight and easy to use.”
This latter point is particularly important as
it reduces the training burden on troops, being
intuitive and highly reliable. It also recognises that
in combat, soldiers are greatly stressed and so the
simpler and more effective the solution is, the better.
Also there is an imperative, for civilised societies at
least, that collateral damage and targeting errors
must be reduced as far as possible.
The SMASH Fire Control System provides
greatly improved chances of a first round hit – up
to 90% even in complex scenarios. Secondly,

SMASH FCS (Smart Shooter photo)

the system is designed to connect with whatever
Battle Management System is being used, greatly
increasing the networked capabilities of the force.
As well as military users, there is no reason why
this connectivity could not be extended into related
domains such as for police forces and border
security personnel.
Historically, the ability of a shooter came down
to individual physical attributes such as eyesight,
hand eye coordination, control of breathing and
temperament. With SMASH these qualities are
greatly augmented by the FCS technology, meaning
that almost anyone can achieve extraordinary levels
of precision. This also reduces the training time for
soldiers to achieve the required level of proficiency
before deployment. https://youtu.be/DNej1dwTjW4
Another attribute of SMASH is that it can be
used against aerial targets as well as those on the
ground. A major emerging worry for many planners
is the emergence of small UAVs – particularly
microdrones and quadcopters – that are tiny, agile
and very cheap. Even with a few grams of explosive
they are a deadly threat – and their proliferation is
spreading rapidly. Some armies are now investing

significantly in anti-drone solutions, to which can be
added soldiers using SMASH to score direct hits
with their rifles using high velocity ammunition on
small fast moving targets, destroying them before
they can do harm.
SMASH already has a number of users,
including Israel and the United States and several
NATO countries. Some of these systems are
fully operational, others are being used for test
and evaluation purposes. Looking at the position
in Australia, country manager Lachlan Mercer
explained:
“At the moment our focus is on LAND 159
Tranche 2 where we are looking at proving the
SMASH FCS as part of the future digital weapon
sight requirement. The system not only allows for
greater probability of hit on the first target, but
much quicker acquisition of the next target. We can
provide a digital sight for each and every weapon
in the future eight person squad. This reduces the
training burden on every dismounted combatant so
that they become more proficient much faster than
has previously been possible.”
As well as making soldiers more effective in
combat, the system also has the potential to deter
aggression against troops. During the Operation
Solace peacekeeping mission to Somalia in 1993
an Australian Special Forces marksman travelling in
the first vehicle of a large aid convoy reacted instantly
to being threatened with force at a roadblock,
immediately killing a heavily armed fighter. This sent
out a powerful message that deadly force would be
used quickly and efficiently by the Australians, if
provoked. Possibly as a result of this, the remainder
of the deployment took place without any further
such incidents.
A force which is SMASH Fire Digital Sight
enabled would send the same message to any
adversary, that every soldier will have the ability
to deliver deadly force to the first and subsequent
targets with the first round, quickly and at range.
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ISRAEL
ARIE EGOZI // TEL AVIV

TORCH BATTLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTRAL TO COMBAT OPERATIONS
In recent years, Israel’s defence industry has suffered some major blows that sent shockwaves for a long time. The first was
when the U.S told Israel to scrap the Lavi program after prototypes of this Israeli designed fighter aircraft made some very
successful flights. The second was when Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) - the company that designed the Lavi - signed a
contract to sell Phalcon Early Warning aircraft to China. Again, the U.S became involved and IAI had to scrap the deal - and
even pay compensation to China.
Hamas rockets were also based
on almost real-time "detect and
shoot" sequences that were
the products of this new multi
domain strategy.
The main pillar of the new multi
domain strategy is closing the
sensor-to-shooter cycle as fast
as possible and then attacking
the target with massive fire that
will end the fighting in a short
time. This was implemented by
the IDF last year with the aim of
Schematic of multi-dimensional warfare involving armored units (Elbit graphic)
improving effectiveness not only
during major conflicts but the
he current issue with the Elbit Battle clashes that often occur between them.
Management System in Australia has the
Back then, the IDF's chief of Staff Lt. General Aviv
potential to become a third such blow.
Kochavi and members of the General Staff Forum
It must be said in the beginning that no one in watched for the first time a training session of the
Israel fully understands the Australian decision. Elbit’s 98" Ghost" unit - the multidimensional organisation
parent company declined to comment on the situation, established with the aim of formulating a new concept
deferring to their Australian subsidiary.
for shortening the timespan from target detection to hit.
A senior Israeli defence source said: "even if there This is based on interservice cooperation and the use
are some hurdles, a decision to scrap the use of the of advanced technologies. Training was conducted
Israeli system does not make sense - and that is an under the command of the unit's commander, Lt. Col.
understatement."
E. (his name is protected for security reasons), and
The recent war between Israel and the Hamas was led by the Fire Formation Division.
terror organisation in Gaza was the first in which
The "Ghost" unit, which was established about
the Israeli defence forces used its new multi domain a year ago as part of the multi-year program called
strategy – which has the Elbit BMS at its heart. "Tnufa" (Swing), is the main pillar of the new strategy.
Aircraft, ground forces, armored units, artillery and
The IDF's new unit is based very generally on
even naval forces located targets in Gaza and hit the idea of the U.S military concept of Revolution in
them according to the new doctrine of: "who has the Military Affairs (RMA) that was developed years ago
best shot takes it."
in order to lay the basis for change in the U.S army. It
The massive attack on the Hamas web of tunnels - in is described as a "battalion with the capabilities of a
which 160 IAF aircraft took part - was based on close division."
cooperation with "many other forces," according to
Israeli sources said that the unit is equipped with
one defence source. The IAF used "special weapons" highly sophisticated weapon systems that are capable
to destroy the massive web of tunnels dug in Gaza in of performing ground, air and sea operations without
recent years.
the need to ask other military echelons to aid or even
All the other Israeli attacks on the launchers of coordinate activities.

T
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"This unit is capable of producing very accurate
firepower based on intelligence generated by tools
that have never been in the toolbox of any unit in the
IDF" an Israeli source said.
This situational picture gathers all activities related to
enemy actions, including mortar and rocket launches
and impact points, red and blue force locations, and
operational plans. The system also provides decision
support and automated reporting tools that save time
and accelerate decision and action.
Decision-making is based on real-time information
fusion, tapping all the relevant intelligence with
advanced information extracting tools. This process
allows cross-reference and information fusion at a very
high level. For example, if a certain site was attacked,
but launches continued from it – an alert is received
immediately. This capability enables IDF commanders
at the operational level to make information-based
decisions in real-time.
Although the system proved highly effective, initial
lessons learned by the IDF show that the process
of detection and localisation of rocket launchers still
has room for improvement. This is because the IDF
succeeded in destroying only 40 percent of these
elusive targets, thus allowing Hamas to continue
launching rockets throughout the conflict.
The capability to perform these multi-dimensional
attacks is based on the qualities of the latest version
of Elbit System’s Digital Army Program (TORCH 750),
the main C4ISR system of Israel’s Defence Force
(IDF).
This version was recently fielded up to the division
level. The system was previously deployed at the
brigade level and below and used mainly by the
Golani infantry Brigade, the 7th Armored Brigade, the
Commando “Oz” Brigade, and the multi domain unit.
The use of the latest version of the Elbit Torch
system enables the IDF to overcome the problems
it encountered in exchanging data between different
forces on the ground in the air and at sea. The new,
very advanced network allows the fighting forces to

ISRAEL
communicate in the fastest way.
Maj. Gen. (ret.) Avi Mizrachi served as the
commander of the IDF’s Central Command. Prior to
that, he held a number of senior command positions
including head of the Technology and Logistics
Branch and commander of the IDF’s Ground Forces.
He is very familiar with the Elbit system used by the IDF.
He told APDR that the system is the central ingredient
of what is dubbed the "Digital Battleground."
He added that the system enables the decision
makers to get a real time situational awareness picture
and therefore to utilise each unit in the best way. "The
system also brought down dramatically the number of
friendly fire incidents."
The general also said that the system is essential
in achieving the shortest "sensor to shooter" cycle. "It
is the main pillar of the modern battlefield," he said.

Elbit and the Torch BMS in Australia
KYM BERGMANN // CANBERRA
The situation in Australia regarding the long
term future of the Elbit Battle Management
System being acquired under LAND 200
remains opaque. Readers will recall that in June
there was a wave of publicity about use of the
system being heavily curtailed and much of the
associated hardware being withdrawn. However,
even with the benefit of Army testimony at
Senate Estimates hearings, there are significant
gaps in public awareness of what is happening.
What we do know is that the software that
formed the basis of the system – version 7.0
– received a series of interim certificates for
use, which were due to expire for contractual
reasons at the end of last financial year. It
was scheduled to be progressively replaced
by the next 9.0 version to achieve a seamless
transition, as is normal for all software intensive
projects. However, 9.0 experienced a number of
delays achieving certification – a process which
is the responsibility of Defence.
Software certification – particularly for large
projects – is a highly complex and detailed
process. Having decided that this could not
be achieved by the due date, for reasons that
are unclear, Defence decided to withdraw
most of the system, though it remains in use
at training establishments. They have put in
place what they describe as an interim BMS
from Systematic to provide functionality at
Headquarters level, though the contract with
Elbit remains in place.
Since that time, the Department of Defence

This interoperability allows all parties in the battle
to communicate by sharing a common operational
language based on standardised communications
and security protocols. For example, smart rifle sights
allow soldiers in the field to mark a target, which will
appear on the screen of a senior commander in the
command centre. The system calculates which is
the right weapon to use, what is the right munition
and what is the exact angle needed to attack. Upon
selection and confirmation, the system then sends
within seconds the target information to a weapon
system to perform the mission.
In addition to communications and processing,
the Digital Army Program system integrates decision
support services to help officers to process
information and make decisions rapidly. Officers are
presented with available order-of-battle and locations

or CASG Army – which is the prime system
integrator for the project – has been negotiating
with the company to find a way forward. These
discussions are progressing and the details are
confidential. Suggestions that allied nations
have expressed concerns about the security of
the BMS or are reluctant to connect with it have
been officially and repeatedly denied by Defence
In the meantime, Elbit Systems of Australia
is adopting very much a business as usual
approach. The company has reorganised itself
in line with the wishes of Defence so that it
more closely resembles its U.S. operation –
which, by the way, employs more than 3,000
people and has been cleared for inclusion
in numerous critical technologies such as
night vision systems. The changes include
measures such as an Australian-majority board
led by Karen Stanton and an Australian-only
technology security committee that is free of
outside influence.
The company has been assisted in this
process by Accenture, which has a great deal
of experience dealing with issues of foreign
ownership and implementing appropriate
security protocols. All remaining matters – most
of them highly technical and process oriented
– are scheduled to be completed by the end of
September. To be fully successful, the company
also needs the cooperation – and sometimes
the clear direction - of Defence so that everyone
is reading from the same song sheet when it
comes to implementing protocols around multilevel data security.
Asked for a comment, the Managing Director

of all combat elements, ammunition availability, and
supply levels.
The system accesses all sensors that can watch
the target, and stores technical data, combat doctrine,
safety, and legal restrictions that apply to the use of
the different weapons that could engage the target.
Based on this data, and much more, the system
selects several alternatives and recommends them to
the commander for decision.
This new C4ISR system was a central element
in the formation of the IDF’s new “Oz” Commando
Brigade and “Ghost” multi-dimensional unit.
Without any doubt, the Elbit BMS system is essential
to IDF operations in relatively limited operations such
as Gaza and will be even more important if a major
war starts with a major military power like Iran with its
ballistic missiles.

of Elbit Systems Australia Paul McLachlan
declined to offer an update on the Land
200-2 situation but offered this on ELSA’s
transfromationsaid:
“My intention is that the company will be part
of the fabric of a sovereign defence capability
for Australia. We need to be recognised as a
local entity and not be thought of as an Israeli
company. I am very confident that we are taking
all necessary steps to achieve that outcome.
We are Australians delivering a leading cutting
edge product that has its origins in Israel – an
ancestry that we are proud of – and we are
using Australian engineering assurance and
project delivery methodology.”
Mr McLachlan also reminded us that Elbit
Systems UK has concluded a successful
participation in NATO’s Coalition Warrior
Interoperability Exercise 2021 (CWIX
2021), deploying its TORCH-X based Battle
Management Application system (BMA) to
support UK Higher Headquarters preparedness
activities for Five Eyes and NATO operations.
Held during June 2021 at the Joint Force
Training Centre in Bydgoszcz, Poland, the
purpose of CWIX 2021 was to test and develop
interoperability between deployed national and
NATO communication and information systems
in a coalition environment. Some 28 nations
participated, conducting over 10,000 technical
interoperability tests across the land, maritime,
air and cyber environments.
Further information about Elbit’s activities in
Australia can be found in the News section of
this edition.
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SINGAPORE
CHEN CHUANRAN // SINGAPORE

ON TO THE NEXT GENERATION DYNAMIC
ARMY
In 2004, Singapore embarked on an ambitious journey to transform the Army into a 3rd Generation Force, based on the
principals of precision information, precision maneuver and precision fires. The aim is to make the Singapore Army an integrated
and networked fighting force that can command concentrated fire quickly and accurately, supported by intelligence and the
rapid movement of assets.

The HIMARS is an example of the Army’s push towards high mobility and precision firepower. C: Chen Chuanren

T

he vision sparked a massive revamp and
acquisition of mechanised, motorised
and force projection units. “Old-school”
systems like AMX-13 light tanks and M113 armored
personnel carriers were phased out by upgraded
Leopard 2A4s and locally built ST Engineering
Bionix infantry fighting vehicles, along with towed
FH-2000 howitzers, Primus self-propelled howitzers
and the M142 HIMARS guided rocket system.
A significant transformation is the mechanisation of
infantry units, now equipped with the ST Engineering
Terrex infantry carrier vehicle - and all supporting
vehicles are progressively being replaced by the
Paramount / ST Engineering Marauder protected
combat support platform, known locally as the
Belrex. The idea is to enable forces to be able to
outpace an adversary and at the same time keep up
with friendly heavy armor. Singapore’s soldiers are
also progressively being issued with new high-cut
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helmets and lighter load bearing vests to enhance
endurance and mobility in the tropical environment.
Beyond assets, to cap off the transformation
is the full operational capability of the Combined
Arms Division (CAD), certifying that the Army’s
various formations are able to fight as a single unit,
supported by air force assets and synchronized by
the divisional and brigade HQ via the Battlefield
Management System (BMS).

NEXT GEN ARMY

Looking into the future, the Army has commenced
the Next Gen Army development, underpinned
by two challenges. These are: 1) the rise of new
and diverse threats and 2) the shrinking pool of
enlistees, which is expected to decline by a third
by 2030.
Colonel Xu Youfeng, Assistant Chief of General
Staff (Plans) said new technologies are increasing

employed in the battlefield, where seemingly less
advanced militaries now have access to advanced
systems like unmanned weapons, referencing the
2020 Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.
“We cannot sit on our laurels. There is the
monetisation of military technology that has access
to advanced technologies because it's driven by
the commercial industry. That results in maintaining
a capability edge becoming more challenging,”
he said. “We are watching how conflicts unfold
internationally, how new technologies or concepts
and techniques that people employ in battles.”
The transformation of the Army will involve two
main activities; leveraging of future technologies
such as unmanned systems, and the drive towards
a highly dynamic force with increasing mobility and
cognitive abilities.
Xu said the Army will be developing a new
concept of operations in areas of manned and
unmanned teaming and going beyond the baseline
augmentation of manned force with unmanned
capabilities by redesigning the way the Army fights
and operates.
The drive-by-wire and networked design of the
new Hunter armored fighting vehicle for example,
allows easy ‘plug and play’ integration of future
unmanned systems. A proof of concept MUM-T
teaming between the Hunter and a drone was
showcased in a DSTA event in late 2019.
One of the most recent Next Gen Army
development is the establishment of HQ Sense
and Strike (HQ SS). Stood up in November 2020,
HQ SS is essentially a restructure of HQ Army
Intelligence and HQ Artillery, with the mission
to develop the Army’s ability to dynamically
employ sensors and shooters, and implement new
capabilities and fighting concepts at a higher tempo.
It will also become the single point of contact for the
Singapore Armed Forces in the areas of developing
sense and strike capabilities.
For example, a unit in the Army can go to HQ SS
seeking air strike assets, and HQ SS would be able

SINGAPORE

The Belrex 120mm mortar carrier is one of the newest platforms to provide fire support for motorized infantry.
Credit: Chen Chuanren

One of the most recent Next Gen Army development is the
establishment of HQ Sense and Strike (HQ SS).
to approach the air force and vice versa, on how the
Army can support the air force’s missions. It is also
noteworthy to remember that helicopters like the
AH-64D are operated by the air force.
“The HQ SS is a key enabler for the transformation
to Next Gen Army - with leaner forces we need more
combat power to be delivered to the frontline units.
And sense and strike capabilities are key elements
of what combat power is. A leaner force is also
more dynamic and how to deliver the power, such
as timelier intelligence and responsive fires, to the
frontline force is also becoming more complex.”
Said Brigadier-General Lee Yi Jin, commander 6th
Division, where HQ SS is housed.
He also stressed the importance of local defence
technology collaboration to develop and integrate new
platforms suited for the Army’s unique requirements.
These include the introduction of new sense and
shooter platforms like the Veloce V15 VTOL drone
and the Belrex 120mm mortar carrier.
Starting from 2021, the Army will be replacing the
ST Engineering Skyblade III mini-Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) with the V15 produced in partnership
with ST Engineering, DSO National Laboratories
and the Defence Science and Technology Agency
(DSTA). The new drone has longer range and an
endurance of two to three hours compared to the
Skyblade, and being VTOL enables it to be launched

in tight environments like forests or built-up areas
without exposing the recon troops.
“Operationally, it enables us to conduct land
maneuvers that were previously difficult to do, through

effective last-mile aerial surveillance, especially for
areas where it is hard to deploy ground forces to
conduct such surveillance.” Xu said.
In addition to the Belrex 120mm mortar carrier
the AN/TPQ-53 artillery locating radar is also in
us. Designed to support the motorized infantry, the
mortar carrier features a ST Engineering 120mm
Super Rapid Advanced Mortar System (SRAM) Mk
II, mounted at the back of an armoured compartment
and can dispense ten rounds per minute under its
highest rate of fire. The Army says that the mounted
mortar allows a faster “shoot and scoot” operation,
enhancing survivability and is in line with its dynamic
force CONOPS. It is also widely believed that there
is a Terrex ICV mortar variant, but that has never been
publicly seen.
The Army said that the number of mechanised and
motorised units will double in the coming year. The
service’s projection powers will also be supplemented
by the air force’s new Airbus H225M and Boeing
CH-47F Chinooks, all boasting greater range and
organically equipped with night vision capabilities.
Construction of combined arms air-land ranges
and urban operations live firing area at Shoalwater
Bay Training Area in Queensland, Australia is on
track for completion in 2024, and Defence Minister
Dr Ng Eng Hen said in June that overseas training in
Australia remains crucial to providing realistic largescale training and maneuvers. Singapore is ready
to return when Australia gives the greenlight as the
Covid situation gradually improves.

The establishment of the HQ Sense and Strike will craft new strike doctrines, including those with the Air Force.
Credit: Chen Chuanren
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NEW ZEALAND
GEOFF SLOCOMBE // NEW ZEALAND

NEWS FROM ACROSS THE TASMAN
REMUS 300 UUV FOR ROYAL NEW
ZEALAND NAVY (RNZN)
Huntington Ingalls Industries has announced
that the RNZN has placed the first international
order for four REMUS 300 unmanned underwater
vehicles (UUVs).
‘We are pleased New Zealand is upgrading their
fleet with new REMUS 300 UUVs,’ said Duane
Fotheringham, president of the Unmanned Systems
business group in HII’s Technical Solutions division.
‘Technology has progressed significantly over the past
few years, and the REMUS 300 represents one of
the most advanced man-portable UUVs on the market
today. We look forward to continuing our long-standing
relationship with the Royal New Zealand Navy.’
New Zealand has a fleet of six REMUS 100
UUVs that are used for mine countermeasures and
underwater survey operations.
The RNZN has also used its REMUS vehicles for
search and recovery, including locating the 2009
wreck of the Princess Ashika Tongan ferry in Fijian
waters and assisting with the White Island volcano
search effort in 2019.
‘We have a fleet of six REMUS 100 UUVs we have
been using consistently for the past 14 years,’ said
Captain Garin Golding, RNZN. ‘The flexibility and
modularity of the REMUS 300 will allow us to tailor
the vehicles to specific missions, further augmenting
our capabilities.’
Designed for modularity and portability, the REMUS
300 can be reconfigured with a range of sensors and
payloads to meet mission requirements. In addition
to the four vehicles, New Zealand acquired highdefinition camera modules and additional swappable
battery modules.
The REMUS 300 maintains the 7.5-inch diameter of
the REMUS 100, increases the depth rating to 305
meters, and remains two-man portable. Built around
the REMUS Technology Platform, the design also
allows for reconfigurable payloads, sensors and energy
modules to meet mission requirements.

RNZAF KIWIS TAKE OVER A P-8A
MARITIME PATROL AIRCRAFT
The heat shimmered off the tarmac despite the early
hour of the morning recently. At 8 am the ‘Star
Spangled Banner’ played, echoing across United
States Naval Air Station in Jacksonville, Florida.
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The anthem was soon drowned out though as the
engines of a P-8A Poseidon roared, sending the aircraft
hurtling down the runway. On board were the very first
New Zealand crew to take a P-8A on a tactical flight.
The month marked a year since restrictions of
movement had been in place for the Covid-19 pandemic.

Royal New Zealand Air Force P-3K Orion aircraft with
Royal Australian Air Force P-8A Poseidon aircraft at RAAF
Base Edinburgh, South Australia. Credit: CoA / Brenton
Kwaterski

But that morning, as the P-8A became airborne,
the only restrictions were airspace, weather, simulated
weapons systems and the imaginations of the eight
New Zealand crew on board.
The aim of the flight was to put to the test some of the
knowledge gained through instruction since graduating
the initial P-8A operator course in September 2020.
As the flight went on, “threats” were identified and
assessed. Designed to replace the P-3K, the aircraft’s
multi-role capability soon came into play when a
simulated search and rescue task came through for a
vessel in distress.
On the flight’s return and while taxiing back into the
flight-line, Old Glory flew in the wind in the background.
It was a poignant moment in which to realise just how
far the RNZAF’s P-8A project has come.

ENHANCED JOINT FIRES CAPABILITY

The Royal New Zealand Artillery (RNZA) is at the
threshold of generational capability enhancement. This
will re-assert the RNZA’s ability to make decisive,
innovative and valuable contributions to future NZDF
operations; specifically precise, lethal fires and counter
fires protection which will allow ground forces to win at
close combat.

Weapon Locating Radar (WLR)
The full operational release of WLR is planned for late
2022 when the Royal New Zealand Artillery (RNZA)
will receive four AN/TPQ-49a WLR from SRC. In
service with partner nations and operationally proven,
this lightweight radar is able to be set up in under
20 minutes and is designed to support a variety of
missions and functions. These include sense, warn and
locate, counter-fire acquisition and Unmanned Aircraft
System (UAS) detection and tracking when upgraded
with the required software.
With UAS consistently increasing in range, capability
and proliferation, the requirement for a Counter UAS
capability is critical. In the current and future operating
environment, the NZDF should expect to be under
constant surveillance for the purpose of observing,
disrupting or attacking our activities. Being able to deny
an adversary’s ability to do this is therefore imperative.
Fire Control System (FCS)
A contract is expected to be awarded soon, with
the equipment planned for delivery in late-2021 for
a modern, digitally-enabled FCS for the RNZA. This
system will enhance the ability of fire units to command,
control and coordinate Joint Fires and Effects on the
battlespace in support of operations.
This system will be interoperable with the Army’s
Battle Management System. It will conduct ballistic
computing, facilitate the accurate exchange of
adversary and friendly force locations, fire support
coordination measures and targeting data.
Close Air Support
Delivered by the NEA Programme, NZDF Joint Terminal
Attack Controllers (JTACs) will soon field a DigitallyAided Close Air Support system for dismounted
operations. JTACs are qualified soldiers who, from a
forward position, direct the action of combat aircraft
engaged in Close Air Support.
This system will deliver radios, devices, cables, hubs,
software and video downlink receivers. When coupled
with the Laser Target Designator (Leonardo Type 163)
fielded in 2020, JTACs will remain formidable and in high
demand for today’s complex operating environment.
(APDR is pleased to acknowledge receiving
information from NZDF’s Air Force News and Army
News magazines)
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